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Intelligent Cloud Networks:  
Certainty in an Uncertain World

The world exists in a perpetual state of uncertainty. In 1927, the physicist Werner 

Heisenberg introduced the idea of quantum mechanics, framed in his uncertainty 

principle. As he put it, "In the strict formulation of the law of causality — if we know 

the present, we can calculate the future — it is not the conclusion that is wrong, but 

the premise." 

The macroworld we live in is formed by quantum particles and thus subject to 

the same uncertainty principle. On a macro scale, this is exemplified by multiple recent 

black swan events that have disrupted production and life. However, humanity's pursuit 

of happiness and progress is one of the most certain things in an uncertain world.

Carriers and the ICT industry is experiencing a second wave of industry 

digitalization, which brings with it uncertainties and challenges – but also great 

strategic opportunities. In China, enterprise cloudification is set to create a new market 

worth US$3 trillion. And more than 50 nations have already developed digitalization 

strategies explicitly based on cloud and networks.

Industry digitalization in this new era will require the latest cloud-network 

infrastructure. Huawei understands the changes that next-gen cloud-network 

infrastructure will and won’t bring and how to seize nascent opportunities. Over the 

past decade, the first wave of industry digitalization brought high-quality, ubiquitous 

connectivity, deterministic bandwidth, and security to industry customers. That 

won’t change any time soon – new cloud networks will require the same customer 

experiences, service continuity, and growth. What will change is the increasing demand 

for more efficient, convenient services, cloud-based applications, and open ecosystems 

based on cloud native and AI technologies. Industries will need the new business 

models and new market potential that 5G, IoT, and smart devices enable.

This is where Huawei's recent intelligent cloud-network solution framework 

comes in. Intelligent cloud networks will be key to connecting users, streamlining cloud 

interoperability, and supporting industrial cloud migration. We’re focusing on building 

four new capabilities: on-demand access to any cloud, provision of deterministic 

experience and differentiated services, ultra-automated O&M, and ubiquitous security.

Let's embrace change and position the intelligent cloud network as an example of 

how we should be searching for certainty.
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How Intelligent Cloud Networks 
Will Accelerate Industry 
Digitalization
The next decade will be critical for industry digitalization. Cloud will 
serve as the core and networks the foundation, with each being equally 
important. Huawei will work with its partners to build intelligent cloud 
networks that can feature any cloud, determinism, ultra-automation, and 
ubiquitous security through coordinated planning, helping industries go 
digital.

By David Wang, Executive Director of the Board and Chairman of ICT Infrastructure 
Managing Board, Huawei
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2020 was an eventful year, during 

which the effects of COVID-19 were 

felt across the globe. ICT infrastructure 

has played a crucial role in the fight 

against COVID and helped the world better 

understand the digital economy and industry 

digitalization.

Accelerating industry 
digitalization highlights the 
value of cloud networks
The development of the digital economy 

is accelerating, centering on digital 

industrialization and industry digitalization. 

To date, more than 50 countries have already 

developed digital strategies and plans based 

on cloud and networks. For example, China's 

New Infrastructure strategy will focus on 

connectivity, computing, interaction, and 

security to transform the consumer Internet 

into the industrial Internet. As part of its green 

and digital twin transition, the EU proposes 

strengthening the infrastructure ecosystem 

and digital ecosystem, which includes cloud, 

networks, and edge computing.

The second wave of industry digitalization is 

entering a critical phase. Unlike the first wave 

of industry digitalization, which was based on 

cloud native, the second wave aims to bring 

cloud applications to individuals and households 

through the Internet. It aims to reshape social 

connections, entertainment, and lifestyles. 

Today, emerging digital technologies are being 

integrated into industries such as finance, 

manufacturing, education, and healthcare. With 

data as the focus of processing, production 

management systems are being migrated 

to cloud to streamline end-to-end data flow. 

Cloud networks are the key to migrating 

enterprise production systems to the cloud 

and are increasingly important for enterprise 

sustainability.

Cloud networks connect and enable the cloud. 

The entire industry has already attached great 

importance to computing and cloud, but high-

performance networks are required to maximize 

the key value of cloud. Therefore, it is imperative 

that the industry also attaches importance to 

networks.

Today, the world's leading carriers consider 

industry digitalization to be a significant 

strategic opportunity, developing business 

strategies that cover three areas: first, building 

networks to strengthen connectivity; second, 

providing multi-cloud integration services; and 

third, seizing the service portal and developing 

the cloud-network ecosystem. For example, 

AT&T's multi-cloud access model provides a 

private-network-based cloud access experience, 

while NTT's cloud-network integration enables 

integrated services such as enhanced network + 

multi-cloud access.

In China, enterprise migration to the cloud will 

create a market worth US$3 trillion, US$1.3 

trillion of which will come from connectivity 

services. This means that carriers will be able 

to seize business opportunities as long as they 

deploy effective cloud networks. Carriers will 

need to explore new opportunities based on 

their cloud networks to unlock the remaining 

US$1.7 trillion of service potential.

Carrier development of cloud networks 

represents the implementation of the national 

strategy, which is necessary to drive industry 

digitalization, as well as a strategic opportunity 

for their own business sustainability.

Cloud networks 
are the key 
to migrating 
enterprise 
production systems 
to the cloud and 
are increasingly 
important 
for enterprise 
sustainability.
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New phase of transformation 
and new challenges for cloud 
networks
Industry digitalization has expanded beyond 

Internet companies to a wide range of 

industries, and the focus of digitalization has 

shifted from office systems to production 

systems. This signifies a new phase of industry 

digitalization in which different industries 

have various requirements for cloud networks. 

The related challenges presented to cloud 

networks will be explained through the specific 

requirements of several typical industries.

City Intelligent Twins: One cloud, 
one network

Smart cities are the global direction for urban 

development. In 2020, Huawei announced the 

Intelligent Twins, a reference architecture for the 

intelligent upgrade of industries. Huawei aims to 

build city Intelligent Twins, spanning infrastructure 

construction, smart applications, and industry 

collaboration driven by technology integration. 

Intelligent connectivity is the backbone of city 

Intelligent Twins. Currently, an increasing number 

of cities in China, including Shanghai, Shenzhen, 

and Chengdu, are starting to build their own city 

Intelligent Twins.

Deloitte predicts that China's smart city market 

will maintain annual growth of over 30% over the 

next few years. As part of the construction of one 

cloud for cities and one network for computing, 

carriers – the major constructors – will focus 

on building city network bases and information 

systems combining existing physical networks 

for IoT, e-government, transportation, and other 

sectors into a single network. This network will 

logically isolate different types of data, such 

as urban governance data, industry data, and 

population data, and serve as the foundation for 

smart cities.

Financial digitalization: High-quality 
private networks

The financial industry is a leader in intelligent 

upgrade. Through the digitalization of this 

industry, a new distributed architecture is being 

adopted, resources are becoming centrally 

managed, and platform-as-a-service (PaaS) 

capabilities are being established, enabling 

the agile innovation of financial services. The 

financial industry has three requirements for 

networks:

First, building PaaS capabilities. Evolving the 

data center architecture from the two-site three-

DC model to a flattened, multi-site multi-DC 

Industry Trends
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model means that reliable and powerful data 

center networks that support 10 times more 

connections are needed.

Second, intelligent and unmanned bank 

branches. With the introduction of numerous 

self-service services such as AI customer service, 

virtual teller machines (VTMs), and robots, the 

number of connections has increased by 10 

times, meaning higher-quality connectivity is 

required.

Third, promoting deep integration between 

finance and other industries. The financial 

system must be extended to enterprise clients, 

placing higher requirements on connectivity 

security.

Therefore, a digitalized financial industry needs 

improved conventional private lines in the form 

of flattened, high-quality private networks. The 

financial private network service provided by 

China Telecom Shanghai has been adopted 

by more than 1,600 financial companies, 

representing a perfect example of this transition.

Healthcare digitalization: Slice-
within-slice private networks

The key to digitalizing the healthcare industry is 

building a healthcare service system through the 

centralization, sharing, and intelligent utilization 

of healthcare data. Such an undertaking requires 

effort in three key areas:

First, establishing medical alliances and 

integrated healthcare organizations to facilitate 

a hierarchical medical system and the optimal 

allocation of medical resources. This will require 

multi-level branches and multi-hospital access 

to multiple clouds. Frost & Sullivan's data shows 

that the number of inter-hospital connections in 

China is increasing by 10% annually, while cloud 

access connections are increasing by 30%.

Second, the migration of medical data to cloud 

and telemedicine. Patient information is private, 

and slice-based private networks are needed to 

protect information security.

Third, the migration of healthcare information 

systems to cloud. Migrating different 

healthcare systems requires different network 

specifications. For example, picture archiving 

and communication systems (PACSs) require 1 

Gbit/s bandwidth, whereas hospital information 

systems (HISs) require low latency to quickly 

provide registration services. Sub-slices of slice-

based private networks can address these various 

service requirements.

Therefore, the digitalization of the healthcare 

industry requires multi-cloud access alongside 

slice-base private networks that support slices 

within slices. China Unicom Guangdong is 

a great example. Their slice-based, private 

healthcare network has already helped more 

than 300 local medical institutions access the 

three-site-based healthcare cloud.

Education digitalization: Secure 
multi-cloud access

The key to digitalizing the education industry is 

making education universally available through 

the use of ICT and thus address uneven access 

to education resources. There are a few typical 

scenarios:

The first is teaching. New educational 

methods, such as online education, VR 

teaching, and smart classes all require 

networks that can ensure a stable and reliable 

service experience.

The key to 
digitalizing the 
healthcare industry 
is building a 
healthcare service 
system through 
the centralization, 
sharing, and 
intelligent 
utilization of 
healthcare data. 
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The second is examinations. The broad 

application of video invigilation and video 

conferencing for exam management requires 

at least 200-Mbit/s secure private-line access 

between a large number of exam venues and the 

examination board office.

The third is security protection. The effective 

handling of security incidents on educational 

institution campuses requires secure private 

networks with wide coverage and a cloud-

based big data platform. This will facilitate the 

centralized monitoring and management of 

schools and cloud-based data analysis.

As multiple application systems in the education 

industry, such as online education systems, 

examination management systems, and security 

big data systems, are distributed to different clouds, 

secure access to multiple clouds from multiple 

sites is necessary. This has already been achieved 

in Ningxia, where all educational institutions are 

covered by China Telecom Ningxia's cloud private 

network. This network supports secure access to 

multiple clouds and boosts the digitalization of the 

region's education industry.

SME digitalization: One-stop online-
shopping- l ike  c loud-network 
services

A major goal of digitalization for SMEs is to 

improve efficiency. Agile access and simplified 

delivery are necessary to provide one-stop online-

shopping-like subscription services. The multi-

cloud deployment of enterprise applications 

requires connectivity services that support one 

connection to multiple clouds. In 2020, China 

Telecom Shanghai's intelligent cloud private line 

package for SMEs, which integrates Internet 

access, cloud access, and intelligent services, 

achieved excellent market results.

Intelligent cloud networks deliver 
four new capabilities to address 
changes

Industries have diverse needs for cloud 

networks, but cloud networks are bringing three 

major changes on the path to unlocking a new 

era. First, they're changing the connectivity 

relationship. Multi-cloud access is inevitable, 

and connectivity will not simply be between 

enterprise branches and headquarters, but 

from enterprise branches and headquarters 

to multiple clouds. This means the number of 

connections will increase by 100 times. Second, 

they are changing the nature of connectivity. 

Traditionally, office systems and production 

systems are deployed on enterprise intranets 

that ensure deterministic performance and 

security. As core production systems become 

Capability 1: Any cloud

Capability 2: Determinism

Capability 3: Hyper-automation

Capability 4: Ubiquitous security
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cloud-based, the boundary between enterprise 

local area networks (LANs) and wide area 

networks (WANs) is being eliminated. As a 

result, connectivity must evolve from the best-

effort model to one that provides deterministic 

performance and security. Third, connectivity 

experience is changing. Networks must provide 

the same service capabilities as cloud, meaning 

integrated allocation, consistent experience, and 

integrated defense.

The industry requires both high-quality cloud 

and high-performance networks. Intelligent 

cloud networks connect users, streamline cloud 

interconnection, and provide industries with 

high-quality cloud access, and must focus on 

four new capabilities.

Capability 1: Any cloud

Any cloud refers to intelligent and flexible 

connections that enable enterprises to transform 

from "one connection to one cloud" and "one 

connection to multiple clouds" to "multiple sites 

to multiple clouds". This simplifies enterprises' 

cloud access, realizing on-demand access to 

any cloud. 

Capability 2: Determinism

Determinism refers to networks that can offer 

deterministic experiences and differentiated 

services when enterprises' core production 

systems shift from being internal-cloud-based 

(enterprise-built and -owned cloud) to external-

cloud-based (hosted public cloud/dedicated 

cloud). This provides enterprises with strong 

support when migrating their core production 

systems to the cloud.

Capability 3: Hyper-automation

Hyper-automation consists of two aspects: 1. 

Hyper-automation of O&M, which simplifies 

work performed by people and automates 

complexity as the scale and complexity of 

networks increase exponentially. 2. Hyper-

automation of operations, which enables users 

to use networks in the same way they would 

use the cloud, through service capabilities that 

include self-service subscriptions, provisioning 

in minutes, quick adjustments, and visibility and 

manageability.

Capability 4: Ubiquitous security

Ubiquitous security expands the boundaries of 

security and establishes a multi-dimensional 

security architecture of devices, networks, 

cloud, and applications in terms of awareness, 

collaborative defense, and security as a service 

(SaaS). Ubiquitous security capabilities enable 

enterprises to access the cloud with more 

confidence and the guarantee of better security.

Huawei's enhanced all-
scenario cloud-network 
solution based on the four 
capabilities

Network capabilities determine the efficiency 

and quality of cloud access, which is why 

enterprises will be able to access high-quality 

cloud only when network service capabilities 

improve. At MWC Shanghai 2021, Huawei 

released an enhanced intelligent cloud-

network solution, covering four scenarios: cloud 

backbone network, cloud private network, 

cloud access network, and all-optical base. This 

solution enables ubiquitous security through 

integrated cloud-network-security services, and 

also uses the autonomous driving network 

(ADN) to achieve hyper-automation. This 

solution aims to deliver the four new cloud-

network capabilities: any cloud, deterministic 

Network 
capabilities 
determine the 
efficiency and 
quality of cloud 
access, which is 
why enterprises 
will be able to 
access high-
quality cloud only 
when network 
service capabilities 
improve.
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experience, hyper-automation, and ubiquitous 

security.

Cloud backbone network: Built for the cloud, 

this solution is based on IPv6+, centers on the 

Internet Data Center (IDC) and cloud, and 

boasts a restructured network architecture. The 

cloud backbone network uses technologies 

such as SRv6, intelligent distributed ADN 

path computation, and intelligent cloud-map 

algorithm to deliver flexible multi-network and 

multi-cloud access, alongside service capabilities 

that enable cloud access upon network access.

Cloud private network: This high-quality 

solution provides customers with deterministic 

experience and differentiated services. Huawei 

provides two cloud private network solutions: 

intelligent private line and premium private 

line. The intelligent private line solution, which 

is intended for industries like healthcare and 

education, features minute-level elastic scaling, 

and uses FlexE intelligent slicing technology. 

The premium private line solution, intended for 

industries like finance and government, features 

millisecond-level, ultra-low latency and uses 

technologies such as Liquid OTN and OTSN.

Cloud access network: Designed for 

connectivity, this solution enables intelligent 

cloud terminals to support multi-service access 

through the "one box for six services" function, 

and to access uplinks to cloud private networks 

through both 5G and broadband.

Intelligent OptiX Network: This solution 

establishes a low-latency, cloud-network 

foundation that provides high-bandwidth and 

low-latency connectivity through OptiXstar CPE, 

OXC, Edge OTN, and all-optical smart operation 

technologies.

In addition to technology solutions, the 

construction of intelligent cloud networks 

requires extensive collaboration across the 

entire industry value chain. Huawei will work 

with partners to bridge gaps in the industry 

value chain, boosting the intelligent cloud 

network industry.

In terms of operation systems, Huawei has 

worked with more than 20 major vendors, in 

both the OSS and BSS domains, and introduced 

pre-integrated service capabilities to operation 

systems alongside more than 10 cloud network 

vendors in both domains. In addition, we 

will establish an intelligent cloud-network 

integration lab in 2021 to enable carriers to 

achieve network as a service (NaaS) evolution 

from manual order dispatching to online-

shopping-like service subscription, and to 

online-shopping-like cloud-network services.

In terms of exploring industry collaboration 

models, Huawei will focus on key industries 

and scenarios, explore transformation methods, 

develop capabilities, and work with carriers to 

address enterprise demands for cloud migration 

in terms of timing, data, and service planning. 

This will support the development of solutions 

that integrate technologies, services, and 

operations.

Over the next decade, industry digitalization 

will create immense opportunities across the 

entire industry. Cloud networks will represent 

a new market in which carriers can add value 

and become the foundation for industries to 

go intelligent. Huawei will work closely with its 

partners to build intelligent cloud networks and 

accelerate the digitalization of industries. 

Industry Trends
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Evaluating Cloud-network 
Architecture to Accelerate the Digital 
Economy  

It’s estimated that the added value of 
China's digital economy will account 
for more than 10% of its GDP by 
2025. To date, the transition to the 

digital economy has presented a significant 
challenge for ICT professionals, but now the 
it’s widely accepted in the industry that cloud-
network infrastructure is a cornerstone of this 
transition.

However, the quality and profitability of cloud-
network infrastructure need to be quickly 
improved.

Five ICT industry trends in 
the digital economy

Based on its insights into the ICT industry, 
China Academy of Information and 
Communications Technology (CAICT) 
identified five industry trends in 2020 that will 
occur in the digital economy over the next 5 
to 10 years.

Trend 1: Innovations in algorithms and 
improvements in computing power. 
Intelligent cloud computing applications are 
growing both vertically and horizontally. The 
enhancement of AI’s sensing capabilities 
is driving the digitalization of all industries 
and enabling end-to-end improvements in 
computing power.

Trend 2: New infrastructure that will enable 
the digitalization of all industries. With the 
development of digital infrastructure that 
integrates cloud, networks, the edge, and 
devices, cloud-network synergy based on 
cloud and edge computing will advance 
rapidly.

Trend 3: Network security transformation. As 
vertical industries go digital, cloud-network, 
computing-network, and chain-network 
architectures are integrating. The original 
network security boundaries are being blurred 
and broken.

CAICT recently released an evaluation index for cloud-network 
architecture to guide industry players, including carriers, enterprises, 
operators, and integrators, in building and using cloud-network 
infrastructure and support the digitalization of all industries.

By Tian Hui, Director, Internet Center, Technology and Standards Research Institute, CAICT
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Trend 4: The continued development 
of 5G applications. With the large-scale 
development and application of 5GtoB and 
5GtoC networks, the number of virtual private 
5G networks will exceed 8,000.

Trend 5: Integrated innovation for both 
industry digitalization and the digital 
economy. It is estimated that by 2025, the 
added value of China's digital economy 
will account for more than 10% of its GDP, 
greatly boosting integrated innovation for 
both industry digitalization and the digital 
economy.

Challenges and solutions for 
cloud-network infrastructure 

In the ICT industry, networks connect different 
industry applications and computing power 
for trillions of connections, and the cloud 
carries distributed computing power and data 
centers for tens of millions of connections. 
Therefore, cloud and network infrastructure 
will play an increasingly important role in the 
digital economy of the future.

The deployment of cloud-network 
infrastructure faces the following challenges:

It is difficult for network users to access 
the cloud. In cross-network, cloud, region, 
and autonomous domain scenarios, the 
construction of site-to-cloud private lines for 
users will be complex.

Network as a Service (NaaS) is under-
developed. Cloud networks need to be 
autonomously integrated with the IT 
systems of various industries. This raises 
high requirements for network programming 
and the openness of network controllers’ 
southbound and northbound interfaces.

Online services cannot provide deterministic 
SLAs. Enterprise cloud access requires both 
low latency and deterministic network 
performance. Traditional best-effort IP 
network services cannot meet the rigorous 
requirements for reliability, controllability, and 
performance.

Networks lack agility and horizontal 
scalability. The exponential growth of traffic 
and uncertainty in new types of services will 
make network flexibility and agility difficult to 
achieve.

Network security risks are high. In the past, 

Trend 1 Trend 3 Trend 5Trend 2 Trend 4

Algorithm innovation and 
computing power improvement

New infrastructure enabling the 
digitalization of all industries

Network security transformation

Continued development of 5G 
applications

Integrated innovation for both 
industry digitalization and the 
digital economy
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network security boundaries were clear. 
However, as the boundaries between cloud, 
networks, the edge, and devices become 
blurred, network security requirements have 
evolved.

Cloud networks must have the following basic 
capabilities to address the challenges:

First, computing power transmission: 
Awareness of cloud-network integrated 
computing power and on-demand access 
need to be achieved through maximized 
network coverage.

Second, quality assurance: Deterministic 
service latency, on-demand bandwidth 
scheduling, and high service availability need 
to be realized through exclusive connectivity 
and multiple assurances.

Third, long-term investment protection: Cloud-
network architecture must remain relatively 
stable for 5 to 10 years and be able to flexibly 
and efficiently scale out as services develop.

Fourth, security and trustworthiness: Strong 
abilities to avoid network security risks are 
required.

Fifth, ecosystem monetization: Network 
innovation must not just be about 
technological advancement, it must also 
create higher business value.

Evaluation index for the 
IPv6+ cloud-network 
architecture

Based on these five trends, challenges, and 
the required cloud-network capabilities, CAICT 
believes that the IPv6+ system deployed at 
scale and an all-optical base are currently 
the best foundation for cloud networks. In 
addition, a well-defined quality index system is 
required to support the digital transformation 
of all industries.

With IPv6+ and capabilities such as network 
programming, network slicing, and in-situ flow 
information telemetry (iFIT), intelligent cloud 
networks based on IPv6+ can support one 
network and multiple clouds, one network 
with multiple planes, one-click cloud-based 
network scheduling, intelligent O&M, and 
multi-dimensional security. Building IPv6+-
capable cloud backbone networks and new 
intelligent MANs are now a core strategic 
move for carriers. It has also become a 
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necessity for industry sectors like government, 
finance, and cloud data center users to adopt 
IPv6+ in their infrastructure to implement 
cloud-network synergy.

In 2017, the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology (MIIT) and 
Cyberspace Administration of China (CAC) 
released the Action Plan for Promoting 
the Large-Scale Deployment of Internet 
Protocol Version 6 (IPv6). In 2019, the China 
Expert Committee for Promoting Large-
Scale IPv6 Deployment established the IPv6+ 
Technology Innovation Working Group. 
These policies have greatly accelerated the 
scale application and reconstruction of IPv6+ 
infrastructure.

To develop a quality index system, CAICT 
began working with carriers, Huawei, cloud 
vendors, and cloud-network customers in 
October 2019 on technical surveys and 
application pilots explore 5G and cloud service 
experience and bearer network architectures. 
In December 2020, CAICT released the 
consultation draft for cloud service experience 
indexes with the aim of gaining industry 
consensus on cloud application KQIs and 
cloud-network infrastructure KPIs. In February 
2021, CAICT released the cloud-network 
architecture evaluation index based on the 
cloud-network technical white papers of 
carriers, main cloud service test data, and user 
practices. The index is aimed at driving high-
quality, efficient, and profitable construction 
of cloud-network infrastructure across the 
industry.

The cloud-network architecture evaluation 
index includes five level-1 indicators: 
multi-cloud full connectivity, deterministic 

experience, elastic scalability, security 
assurance, and open service.

Multi-cloud full connectivity includes 
four lower-level indicators: IPv6+ protocol 
compliance, flexible multi-media access, one 
connection to multiple clouds, and flexible 
application-level scheduling. The aim is multi-
cloud full connection at the physical, logical, 
and application layers.

Deterministic experience includes three 
lower-level indicators: network slicing, high 
service reliability, and stable, low latency. 
The aim is quality user experience of cloud-
network applications through exclusive 
connection, latency, and availability.

Elastic scalability includes three lower-
level indicators: distributed cloud bearer, 
end-to-end ultra-broadband, and all-optical 
base. High scalability of cloud networks is 
implemented through topologies, platforms, 
and basic optical resources.

Security assurance includes four lower-
level indicators: full situational awareness, 
security as a service, cloud-network security 
association, and intrinsic security. Network 
security can be ensured through network 
risk awareness, mitigation, and solution 
implementation.

Open service includes three lower-level 
indicators: open programmability, automated 
provisioning, and AI-based fault location 
and fast recovery. Service openness can be 
achieved through network integration and 
high cohesion.

CAICT hopes that carriers and enterprise 

The cloud-network 
architecture 
evaluation index 
includes five 
level-1 indicators: 
multi-cloud full 
connectivity, 
deterministic 
experience, elastic 
scalability, security 
assurance, and 
open service.
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users, operators, and integrators of cloud 
services will use and improve the evaluation 
index. Enterprise users can add more cloud 
application demands and use the index to 
score networks during procurement and 
acceptance. Carriers can use the indicators 
to measure networks during cloud-network 
planning, annual rolling planning, and post-
construction assessment. Cloud service 
providers can refine the indicator system 
through cloud application experience. Cloud 
service integrators can raise requirements for 
the index through one-stop services.

The release of the architecture evaluation 
index is just the beginning. CAICT will continue 
to refine the methods for measuring and 
calculating the indicators so that the cloud-
network architecture index is measurable, 
closed-loop, and automated. Each indicator 

will have clear measurement targets, weights, 
and scoring rules to facilitate a cumulative 
total index score of the entire network. CAICT 
will also map and evaluate indicators for 
major cloud-network architectures. Currently, 
17 indicators in 5 dimensions have been 
defined, and some live-network pilots have 
been carried out. CAICT will continue to score 
more networks to make the index a de facto 
industry standard.

The architecture has paved the way for the 
coming cloud-network era. CAICT believes 
that the application of the evaluation index 
system for cloud-network architecture will 
play a guiding role in contracts and network 
construction for future cloud-network 
infrastructure, thereby accelerating the digital 
transformation of industries. 
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Nine Key Challenges Facing Optical 
Communications in the Next 10 Years

Ever since Nobel Prize winner Charles 
Kuen Kao presented his optical 
fiber research to the world in 1966, 
optical fiber has shown great 

potential and will continue to do so – optical 
technology underpins the information age and 
the global economy. Based on more than 25 
years of expertise in optical communications, 
we’ve identified nine potential technological 
challenges facing optical communications in 
the next decade.

Capacity: 100+ Tbit/s single-
fiber capacity 

More than 25% annual growth in data 
services over the last 20 years has resulted in 
long-distance systems characterized by the 
following features:

First, the transmission distance of a long-
distance network is at least 1,200 km.

Second, long-distance systems use C-band 
for spectral capacity, with wavelength path 
spacing a multiple of 50 GHz or 25 GHz.

Third, the span of a long-distance system is 
about 80 km.

To further develop long-distance systems, we 
can consider the following factors:

400 Gbit/s x 80-wavelength optical 
coherent system: This includes innovations 
like high-performance 400 Gbit/s optical 
modules, C-band and L-band frequencies, a 
wideband steady-state optical system to offset 
non-linear effects, and automated network 
O&M to stimulate the large-scale commercial 
adoption of 400 Gbit/s systems.

Second, single-fiber capacity of 100 Tbit/s 
(1.2 Tbit/s x 80 wavelengths): Based on the 
existing G.65x fiber channels, research should 
be conducted in the three areas: raising the 
spectral efficiency (SE) stretch target from 2.67 
(corresponding to 125 GHz for 400 Gbit/s) to 

The rapid development of IoT, HD video, and data center applications 
has resulted in far higher data traffic, upgraded telecom networks, and a 
booming telecommunications industry. But key optical communications 
technologies will face nine challenges in the next decade.

By Tang Xiaojun, Chief Technology Planner, Optical Business Product Line, Huawei
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4 (corresponding to 300 GHz for 1.2 Tbit/s), 
raising the available frequency band stretch 
target by 150% from Super C+L (10 THz) to 
C+L+S+U/E (> 24 THz), and improving the 
signal-to-noise ratio.

Spectrum: Available 
frequency bands beyond 
C-band

The key index for measuring the carrying 
capacity of an optical network system is the 
transmission capacity of optical fiber. However, 
improving the single-fiber transmission rate in 
an existing optical fiber transmission network 
presents a major technical challenge.

As transmission algorithms evolve, engineering 
capacity is approaching its theoretical limit, 
and the manufacturing of new high-frequency 
components is becoming increasingly difficult, 
indicating that greater challenges are ahead 
for single-wavelength acceleration technology. 
Exploring new available frequency spectrum 
for fiber transmission systems is the way 
to uncover new innovations for expanding 
transmission capacity in the optical network 
industry.

To develop new-band fiber communication 
systems, it’s important to develop fiber 
amplifiers that support new spectral 
applications. Research in optical amplification 
technologies based on C-band and 
L-band has made substantial progress, 
but technologies based on S-band (1460–

1530 nm) are still in development. Key 
technologies such as rare-earth-doped 
(Thulium and Bismuth) gain fibers and 
semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) are 
important for amplifying and transmitting 
S-band optical signals.

Next-gen fiber: What’s after 
G.652?

Currently, single-mode optical fibers such as 
G.652, G.655, G.653, and G.654 are used for 
WDM system transmission. These fiber types 
have the following weaknesses:

For G.652 fiber, loss and nonlinearity are key 
constraints affecting coherent transmission.

The transmission distance of G.655 fiber 
is 40% less than G.652 because of strong 
nonlinearity caused by low dispersion and 
the small effective cross-sectional area in the 
coherent era.

For G.653 fiber, four-wave mixing causes 
serious nonlinear interference between wave 
channels in a DWDM system. This results in 
low incident optical power that is averse to 
multi-channel WDM transmission over 2.5 
Gbit/s.

For G.654 fibers, higher-order-mode multipath 
interference (MPI) greatly impacts system 
transmission and cannot meet transmission 
requirements for expansion to S, E, and O 
bands.

Challenge 2
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To exponentially increase capacity at 
unchanged distances and comply with the 
optical Moore's law, next-generation optical 
fiber must have the following characteristics:

First, high performance, low intrinsic loss 
(<0.14 dB/km), and strong anti-nonlinear 
effect ability; second, large capacity, covering 
all or wider available bands (e.g., C, L, S, 
E, and O bands); and third, low cost plus 
support for engineering approaches such as 
ease of manufacturing with costs comparable 
to G.652 fiber, and ease of deployment and 
maintenance (fiber routing and splicing).

Future research should include hollow-core 
optical fibers, SDM optical fibers, and more.

Algorithm: Optical channel 
algorithms that overcome 
nonlinearity

In a WDM transmission system, the effective 
area of an optical fiber is less than 80 μm2. As 
a result, even a relatively low incident optical 
signal power will generate nonlinear effects 
such as distortion between optical signals 
and physical channels, and between different 
signal channels in an optical fiber. Different 
types of effects are generated depending on 
the mechanism: stimulated scattering effect 
(stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) and 
stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)), the Kerr 
optical effect (self-phase modulation (SPM)), 
cross-phase modulation (XPM), four-wave 
mixing (FWM)), and more.

Currently, optical transmission systems are 

evolving towards single-fiber 400 Gbit/s x 
80 wavelengths and higher capacities. As 
the transmission rate and device bandwidth 
increase, signals become more sensitive 
to nonlinear distortion. However, optical 
systems now occupy wider frequency bands 
(for example, C and L bands), which means 
that their total incident optical power is 
higher than that of a C-band optical system. 
This results in a stronger signal nonlinear 
distortion effect. Therefore, nonlinear 
channel compensation algorithms are key to 
improving the capacity of next-generation 
optical transmission systems.

Research and development on nonlinear 
channel compensation algorithms should 
focus on algorithm complexity as well as 
compensation. This can help achieve targets 
for low chip resource/power consumption.

Current methods of overcoming nonlinear 
signal distortion in an optical channel include 
a theoretical nonlinear model that resembles 
the actual channels and an accurate and 
concise nonlinear compensation algorithm. 
These methods are key research areas for 
improving optical fiber capacity.

Network: The optimal 
solution for ultra-large-scale 
network planning

Fiber broadband networks are widely used 
in fields like home Internet access, enterprise 
operations, government services, and 
transportation management. There will be 
a sharp increase in optical network nodes, 
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heralding an era of ultra-large-scale optical 
networks.

A typical problem in optical network planning 
is routing and wavelength assignment 
(RWA), which has proved NP-hard, where the 
wavelength assignment (WA) subproblem 
is equivalent to the graph coloring problem. 
As network scale increases, it is exponentially 
more difficult to find the optimal solution. The 
growth in emerging data service applications 
leads to an increase in the scale of networks. 
As a result, network planning has become 
a more complex and diverse problem than 
RWA. For example, one or more protection 
routes needs to be planned for different fault 
scenarios, taking into consideration a range 
of new network planning problems. These 
include mapping between pipes of different 
levels and sizes, relay minimization, and 
topology optimization for network expansion. 
In upcoming ultra-large-scale networks, 
there will be thousands of nodes and tens 
of thousands of services. Planning an optical 
network of this scale will undoubtedly be 
more challenging.

OXC: Ultra-low-loss 128D + 
wavelength switching

The explosive growth of data traffic poses 
great challenges on the processing capacity 
and scheduling capability of backbone nodes 
on transport networks. A wavelength selective 
switch (WSS) supports large-granularity 
service grooming and ultra-low latency. It is 
a core functional module of ROADM/OXC 
and is also the ideal component for the traffic 

surges and ultra-low latency requirements of 
future optical networks.

With higher requirements on network 
bandwidth, network latency, and flexible 
scheduling of network services, WSS modules 
are evolving towards more ports, faster 
scheduling, and higher performance.

Port numbers: Mesh networks require higher-
dimensional service-grooming capabilities. 
Next-generation 128D + WSS is expected to 
become a reality based on breakthroughs in 
materials such as LCoS supporting deflection 
angles ≥ 11°.

Ultra-high optical performance: Future-
proof high-performance WSS solutions 
(optical performance: insertion loss (IL) ≤ 
3 dB, isolation ≥ 35 dB, frequency offset: 
+/-0.5 GHz, polarization-dependent loss 
(PDL) ≤ 0.3 dB, wider bands supported) are 
expected with breakthroughs in design and 
materials.

Ultra-low latency: The μs-level WSS 
switching rate is expected to be achieved 
through breakthroughs in design, materials, 
and algorithms.

How can we develop a high-performance, 
high-dimensional, and highly reliable WSS 
solution that meets the requirements for 
next-generation transmission? We believe 
that areas of research should include: simpler 
optical path design, material breakthroughs 
(such as ultra-low loss lenses, gratings, ultra-
large-angle and ultra-fast deflection LCoS, 
and super-surface materials) and algorithms 
(including compensation algorithms and 
control algorithms).

Challenge 6
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FTTx: Innovative P2MP 
optical access technology 
beyond the TDM mechanism

As network bandwidth evolves (10 Gbit/s 
→50 Gbit/s→200 Gbit/s), the emergence of 
new services (AR, VR, and holographic) and 
applications (manufacturing and wireless 
bearer) requires more in terms of latency, 
jitter, and the security isolation of optical 
networks.

The evolution of the PON technology has two 
constraints: 1. Evolution must be based on the 
deployed ODN. 2. The energy consumption 
per bit and cost of the next-gen technology 
must be at least half of previous generation’s.

The challenges are as follows:

First, the transmit optical power of the 
transmitter is beyond current technology. 
Depending on the ODN (multi-level optical 
splitting, 20 km) deployed on the live network, 
the ODN power budget should generally 
be larger than 32 dB. The transmit power 
required for 200 Gbit/s bandwidth is about 30 
dB (17 + 13). Currently, the required transmit 
optical power of the transmitter has exceeded 
what's technically viable (see Figure 1).

Two viable options for achieving a 
breakthrough are with high-bandwidth, 
high-power, low-chirp transmitters and new 
modulation and demodulation technology. 
Other viable options are yet to be explored.

Second, existing PON architecture cannot 
meet the needs of service growth. To 
meet network requirements for ultra-low 
deterministic latency, jitter, and hard isolation 
in target scenarios, a conventional TDM PON 
mechanism needs to use multi-ONT uplink 
framing. This will result in DBA algorithm 
scheduling latency and bandwidth overhead 
for burst alignment of different ONT frames 
(the lower the latency/jitter, the higher the 
bandwidth overhead). Therefore, the new 
architecture requires new optical systems, 
components, and algorithms, as well as 
modulation and demodulation mechanisms, 
to achieve collaborated breakthroughs.

Satellite ON: Construction of 
high-dynamic range, high-
bandwidth, and large-scale 
optical networks
Network connectivity is the foundation 
of Internet communications, and satellite 
Internet is no exception. Laser technology 

Figure 1: Receiver sensitivity vs. bandwidth (Source: ITU-R SM.575-2 Recommendation)
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is used for inter-satellite communications, 
because it has the advantages of small 
divergence angle, large transmission 
capacity, long transmission distance, and 
resistance to interference/interception. 
However, there are still many technical 
challenges to overcome to build inter-
satellite optical communication systems 
suitable for commercially viable IoT satellite 
constellations with low Earth orbit (LEO) 
satellite networks at a large scale.

First, inter-satellite optical communication 
rates need to exceed 100 Gbit/s and reach as 
high as 400 Gbit/s. 

Second, industrial-level components need to 
be used for optical communication payloads 
to reduce costs. 

Third, optical communication payloads need 
to be produced at scale to support a gigantic 
satellite Internet.

Fourth, optical communication payloads need 
to evolve to consume less power and become 
lighter. 

Fifth, network management and security 
assurance are needed for constellations made 
up of thousands or even tens of thousands of 
satellites.

OE integration: Ultra-highly 
integrated optical/electrical 
modules

Most DWDM optical modules today output 

one channel of signals at one wavelength 
(very few vendors offer two-wavelength, two-
channel products). Each wavelength requires 
an independent laser, modulator and control 
circuit, digital signal processor (DSP), and 
clock, power supply, and central control on the 
optical module. Multi-wavelength multiplexing 
is implemented outside the module, and 
extra slots are required for multiplexer/
demultiplexer boards, which occupy a lot of 
space in equipment rooms. As network traffic 
increases, we will see the commercial use of L, 
S, and U bands, which will require even more 
equipment room space.

Therefore, we believe there needs to be a 
single optical module that can output signals 
at multiple wavelengths. It needs to be able 
to integrate more than 100 wavelengths 
in all bands (C, L, S, U, etc.) to implement 
multiplexing and demultiplexing inside the 
module, so that only one module is needed 
for each fiber and each slot. This component 
model will inevitably bring great technical 
challenges. We believe that research should 
focus on optical frequency comb technology, 
hetero-integration technology, photo-
electronic co-packaging technology, and heat 
dissipation technology.

In-depth thinking and action are both 
needed for breakthroughs in key optical 
communications technologies. Huawei is 
ready to collaborate with upstream and 
downstream players in the value chain of 
the optical communications industry and 
top optical communications experts and 
scholars around the world to overcome 
challenges in optical systems, optical 
components, optical algorithms, and optical 
intelligence.  

Challenge 9
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Cloud-Network Convergence Unlocks 
Intelligent Digital Transformation for 
Carriers
Information infrastructure is evolving towards cloud-network convergence, laying 
the foundation for telecom carriers to empower customers. Carriers will gain 
more business opportunities as they help various industries go digital.

By Dang Bowen, Communications Industry Network
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As 5G penetration increases, so 
is enterprises' understanding 
of cloud migration and why it’s 
important.

Carriers are transforming from telecoms 
providers to intelligent, integrated 
information service providers. To do so, 
they’re leveraging their resources and 
existing advantages to build technical 
advantages in cloud-network convergence, 
including building infrastructure and 
developing services. This is not only the key 
to high-quality development of industries, 
but also the only path for carriers  to 
achieve intelligent digital transformation 
themselves in the 5G era.

New network challenges 
from digital operations

The global cloud computing industry has 
witnessed many innovations in recent years. 
In China, cloud computing applications 
are being widely adopted, with more 
enterprises understanding the capabilities of 
cloud migration and using cloud to deploy 
information systems.

A survey of more than 1,000 enterprises 
revealed that they believe cloud-network 
integration services are among the most 
important services. Enterprises require 
cloud-network portfolios to be one-stop, 
self-service platforms, private line services 
that can go live within 1 to 2 days, and 
cloud and private line resources that can 
be flexibly adjusted according to service 
changes.

The cloud and network are the key elements 

in new information infrastructure, coexisting 
and complementing each other. Cloud-
network convergence is the core driver 
and essence of this new infrastructure, 
and thus an inevitable choice for its 
development. It’s also the result of in-
depth network architecture transformation 
driven by business needs and technological 
innovation. From a macro perspective, the 
development of cloud computing services 
requires strong network capabilities where 
the optimization of network resources is 
powered by cloud computing.

As enterprises migrate to the cloud, their 
network requirements are changing. Quality 
communication needs to be maintained 
between the different branches of a 
company after cloud migration. A network 
that merely ensures large bandwidth 
and low latency is insufficient for the 
complex requirements of cloud migration, 
which involves multiple systems, multiple 
scenarios, and multiple services.

From a technical perspective, cloud 
computing is a new type of IT service 
resource for which networks can provide 
intelligent and flexible connections. The 
key to cloud-network convergence is to 
converge the basic resource layers of 
the cloud and networks. A new type of 
simple, agile, open, convergent, secure, and 
intelligent information infrastructure can 
be built through virtualized or cloud-based 
integrated technical architecture.

As cloud computing services continue 
to be deployed, network infrastructure 
doesn't need to just adapt to cloud-
network convergence requirements, network 

The cloud and 
network are the 
key elements in 
new information 
infrastructure, 
coexisting and 
complementing 
each other. 
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structures must also be optimized to ensure 
network flexibility, intelligence, and O&M.

For carriers, private lines for enterprise 
cloud migration are a new driving force for 
business growth alongside conventional 
private lines for enterprise interconnectivity. 
Therefore, cloud-network convergence will 
present opportunities while accelerating 
intelligent digital transformation.

The key to intelligent digital 
transformation 

Communications networks traditionally 
support B2C services such as voice calls, 
SMS, and data traffic. However, Internet 
companies and other organizations 
are creating new requirements for 
communications networks, including 
Network as a Service (NaaS).

Traditional networks focused on construction 
and O&M, but today's network products and 
services require more innovation. 5G and 
information infrastructure are accompanied 
by cloud-network convergence, enabling 
greater interconnectivity between 
everything.

There are two possible tracks of cloud-
network convergence. If the cloud is at 
the core, cloud computing needs to be 
supported by strong network capabilities 
to realize interconnectivity between clouds. 
If networks are at the core, the cloud and 
networks need to be mutually supported. 

Carriers’ conventional business is 
unfortunately declining. The competition 
in the telecom industry's installed base 

market remains fierce, as user size and 
revenue growth reach their limits. However, 
cloud computing has been widely used 
in many verticals such as government 
services, finance, industry, transportation, 
and logistics. The combination of 5G and 
cloud computing will better support vertical 
applications.

These changes create new opportunities 
for carriers. Telecom carriers have valuable 
spectrum, number, and access resources 
fueled by huge user bases and complete, 
reliable user information. Their nationwide 
networks and large numbers of IDCs 
consolidate bandwidth, computing, and 
storage resources.

The three major carriers in China are 
implementing cloud-network convergence 
with the aim of overcoming conflicts 
between standardization, personalization, 
and customization. The access capabilities 
with 5G broadband, low latency, and wide 
connectivity meet requirements for flexibly 
configuring different applications in various 
industries.

China Telecom's approach to promoting 
cloud-network convergence involves 
networks as the foundation and cloud as 
the core, where networks are adapted to 
and integrated with cloud. The aim is to 
achieve intelligent connectivity, intelligent 
computing, digital platforms, and security 
by design.

In February 2021, the construction of China 
Telecom's Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei Big Data 
Base began and in March, the operator 
launched its 5G Cloud Computing Center in 

For carriers, private 
lines for enterprise 
cloud migration 
are a new driving 
force for business 
growth alongside 
conventional 
private lines 
for enterprise 
interconnectivity. 
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the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater 
Bay Area. China Telecom will also build the 
Beijing and Guizhou information parks, as 
well as data center parks in nine provinces, 
covering 884,000 square meters with an 
investment of 4.5 billion yuan (US$705 
million). 

To build private networks that integrate 
cloud, network, and edge for the B2B 
market through restructuring cloud-network 
architecture, China Mobile has proposed 
a cloud-network convergence strategy 
comprising one cloud, one network, and 
integrated services. This will be achieved 
with the N+31+X plan. "N" refers to 
building N central resource pools to meet 
requirements for standardized networks 
across the country. "31" refers to unifying 
standards in 31 provincial-level divisions to 
meet local user requirements. China Mobile 
also aims to achieve 100% cloud service 
coverage by building multiple provincial-
level resource pools. "X" refers to flexibly 
deploying X edge clouds on-demand in 
more than 300 cities. China Mobile also 
plans to build eight 5G SA network clouds 
to take full advantage of cloud-network 
integration. 

The carrier aims to converge cloud and 
network IT systems to form a centralized, 
digital, intelligent, and refined O&M system 
that runs through the cloud, edge, networks, 
and devices.

In 2018, China Unicom launched seven 
major cloud-network products: DCI & 
CloudBond, Cloud Networking, Cloud Shield, 
Smart Video Network, and Quality Financial 
Network. The company aims to build a 

new, converged cloud-network ecosystem 
by deploying cloud resources near users 
across industries. China Unicom has worked 
with mainstream cloud service providers to 
build an online cloud-network self-service 
platform for governments and enterprise 
customers: the DCI & CloudBond system.

Although China is leading the world in 5G 
deployment, players across the industry 
value chain still have much work to do 
in terms of device, network, industry, 
and services. Cloud-network convergence 
is the most important form of digital 
service for carriers. With this integration, 
carriers will be able to provide smarter 
services by harnessing cloud, edge, and 
computing power on devices transformed 
from relatively independent clouds and 
networks. Computing and networks will 
be deeply integrated, and carriers can 
use their networks to become computing 
intermediaries for society.

However, a huge gap still exists between 
carriers' traditional networks and customers' 
requirements for network security, flexible 
adaptation capability, and network 
intelligence. Carriers must enhance built-
in network security, flexible adaptation 
based on service needs, the flexible scaling 
of network intelligence, and network 
programmability. This requires continuous, 
deep integration of communications 
technologies and application scenarios.

Cloud-network convergence 
creates new value for 
industries

Led by changing demand, China has 

A huge gap still 
exists between 
carriers' traditional 
networks and 
customers' 
requirements for 
network security, 
flexible adaptation 
capability, 
and network 
intelligence.
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entered a critical stage of network-cloud 
convergence.

China possesses unique advantages in 
developing computing plus networks 
systems. First, it is a world leader in 
building and deploying large-scale network 
infrastructure and Internet services. Network 
technologies like SD-WAN have been 
deployed in and greatly impacted fields such 
as finance, retail, manufacturing, Internet, 
media, government, healthcare, energy, and 
electric power. 

The healthcare industry must address 
challenges such as low informatization, low 
efficiency, and lack of hierarchical diagnosis 
and treatment systems during its digital 
transformation. The medical cloud plus 
medical alliance is a good solution to slow 
informatization and unevenly distributed 
medical resources. Huawei has worked 
with carriers to build slice-based private 
networks for healthcare. Huawei's intelligent 
cloud-network healthcare solution enables 
healthcare providers to quickly migrate 
services to cloud, realize inter-cloud 
connections, and provide differentiated SLA 
assurance for private healthcare networks 
with large bandwidth, low latency, security, 
and reliability.

China has the most complete range of 
industries in the world. Industry segments 
vary in terms of professional expertise and 
thus need to adopt complex and diverse 
connection protocols. This entails challenges 
such as high thresholds for cross-industry 
participation and difficult access.

Industrial Internet is critical to the real 

economy and the country as a whole, 
and is becoming an application scenario 
of cloud-network convergence. The 
digital transformation of industry requires 
ubiquitous connections, massive and 
ubiquitous cloud resources, and secure and 
stable cloud-network resources.

In addition to providing access networks 
with high bandwidth, security, and 
reliability, carriers should use smart 
gateways to help enterprises obtain 
industry data in different scenarios and 
convert and parse protocols. They should 
also leverage their advantages in cloud-
network convergence to quickly build 
favorable environments for enterprises 
to migrate to cloud to realize intelligent 
production lines and flexible production.

Cloud-network convergence must adapt 
to various and ever-evolving customer 
requirements. In the intelligent cloud-
network era, carriers must shift from 
offering network connections and 
cloudification services to offering 
converged cloud, network, and security 
services.

Telecom carriers are latecomers in the 
cloud computing market, and operate more 
conservatively than Internet companies. 
However, they are rapidly gaining market 
share with their advantages in networks and 
abundant IDC resources. As service forms, 
business models, O&M systems, service 
models, and workforces undergo large-scale 
adjustment, telecom carriers will have more 
business opportunities due to supporting 
the digital transformation of various 
industries.  

In the intelligent 
cloud-network 
era, carriers 
must shift from 
offering network 
connections and 
cloudification 
services to offering 
converged cloud, 
network, and 
security services.
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Why Networks Have Failed 
to Keep Up with Cloud 
Capabilities
Cloud computing has changed information infrastructure and 
accelerated the shift toward agility. As enterprises go digital, they're 
finding that their networks cannot keep up with computing demand.

By Zhang Shuai, TMTPost

For as long as  cloud has existed, 
cloud computing has hogged the 
limelight, while cloud networks 
have stayed distinctly low-key. But 

complex core services have imposed new 
requirements on cloud networks, so cloud-
network integration is the only way forward 
if enterprises want to smooth out the bumpy 
road to digital transformation.

There are three key elements to cloud 
computing: computing power, storage, and 
networks. Computing and storage resources 
were virtualized long before networks, and so 
network technologies have lagged behind in 
the cloud era. 

Cloud computing divides and manages large-
scale tasks through distributed computing. 
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How is data transmitted and shared? How 
can computing power be distributed to 
where it's needed through networks? How 
can intelligence extend beyond data centers 
to cover enterprise production scenarios? The 
answers to these questions all rely on flexible 
and robust cloud networks.

As cloud computing matures, enterprise 
customers and vendors have turned to 
boosting network capabilities.

Misconception about 
digitalization: Prioritizing the 
cloud above networks

Cloud computing was introduced to the 
industry lexicon by Google in 2006. It was 
initially defined as computing resources 
that can be delivered over the network, like 
public utilities such as water, electricity, and 
coal. They are on-demand, pay-as-you-go 
services that put users at the center. As cloud 
vendors have focused on developing flexible 
computing resources, networks have been 
largely neglected and are failing to satisfy 
market demand. 

The cloud computing leader AWS is also 
considered an IT vendor. IT is key to the 
virtualization of computing and storage 
resources. That's why when cloud computing 
emerged as a product of ICT convergence, 
computing and storage started developing 
faster while networks were still barely able 
to meet demand. The last few decades have 
brought momentous changes, especially with 
the rise of Internet companies and cloud 
computing. However, telecom operators have 
remained the providers of dumb pipes. Today, 
enterprises want highly elastic cloud services, 

a demand that dumb pipes cannot meet.

One industrial enterprise in northwest China 
wanted to migrate to cloud as part of a move 
toward Industry 4.0. However, they could only 
accept a maximum of 5-ms latency, ruling 
out most cloud vendors, whose cloud data 
centers were more than 200 kilometers away 
from customers’ factories. Data centers have 
geographical limits, so if networks cannot 
support low latency across long distances, 
digital transformation is impossible.

Currently, most cloud vendors provide 
cloud network services such as traditional 
private lines and virtual private networks 
(VPNs), which are often criticized for poor 
network quality, lack of guaranteed latency 
and bandwidth, high costs, and rigid link 
provisioning and control. The inflexibility 
of cloud services caused by the network 
undermines the basic value proposition of 
cloud computing.

Interconnection of infrastructure does create 
value, but it’s more valuable to transfer cloud 
computing capabilities to enterprises that 
are undergoing digital transformation. This 
can be achieved by providing networks as a 
service and creating synergies between cloud, 
network, and edge.

Cloud-network integration is driven by 
the convergence of cloud computing and 
networks. When data moves to and from the 
cloud freely, it's up to enterprises to decide 
whether their data is computed in the cloud 
or at the edge. 

Whether computing is used to solve 
communication challenges or vice versa, 

As cloud vendors 
have focused 
on developing 
flexible computing 
resources, 
networks have 
been largely 
neglected and are 
failing to satisfy 
market demand. 
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cloud-network convergence is the way 
forward. Thus cloud vendors are shifting 
to cloud-network integration, which is 
both a practical need and a direct result of 
technological innovation. 

The foundation of 
digitalization: Intelligent 
cloud networks

Cloud-network convergence will pave the 
way for smoother digitalization journeys.

The network has posed four new challenges 
in the cloud era: (1) The cloud is fast, but 
networks are slow. (2) It's hard to guarantee 
consistent experiences. (3) O&M is difficult. 
(4) Ensuring security is a challenge.

If an enterprise wants to migrate to a hybrid 
cloud or multiple clouds but the provisioning 
of private lines takes weeks or months, then 
it’s extremely hard to meet that enterprise's 
requirements. And if it wants to migrate 
its core production systems to cloud, SLA-
defined network requirements are likely to be 
higher. The SLA needs to provide end-to-end 
cloud network assurance to ensure consistent 
user experiences, while providing intelligent 
network O&M and critical security protection. 
A small change at the network layer could 
have far-reaching effects.

When computing power is fed into networks 
across every industry, it needs to be as 
readily available as electricity. The first step 
to making this happen is meeting enterprises' 
requirements for digital transformation.

Networks will be digitalized, intelligent, 
and provided as a service. These are the 

three defining features of intelligent cloud 
networks, which are set to greatly boost 
enterprise productivity and provide new 
momentum to the digital economy.

Network digitalization: The entire network 
will be sensed, abstracted, and modeled in 
the digital world. Data on network status 
will be sent to cloud, so the entire network 
can be centrally managed in the cloud, and 
network status can be visualized in real time.

Network intelligence: When networks are 
digitalized, new technologies like AI and 
big data can infuse intelligence into cloud 
networks, enabling the intelligent, balanced 
scheduling of network resources and cloud 
resources. Intelligent network O&M can 
result in faster troubleshooting and more 
intelligent security defense, bringing network 
security protection to a new level.

Network as a service: This feature allows 
users to subscribe to network services in just 
one click and improves network response and 
cloud agility. Networks are made open for 
programming, so that they can connect with 
cloud services more flexibly to meet service 
requirements. Collaboration between cloud, 
network, and security will lead to secure 
cloud network services.

Cloud networks can connect with and enable 
cloud. When the cloud and network are 
properly integrated, the network can provide 
the resources required by the cloud and 
the cloud can invoke the network resources 
required by applications. 

Huawei has launched Intelligent Twins, a 
reference architecture for the intelligent 

When networks 
are digitalized, new 
technologies like AI 
and big data can 
infuse intelligence 
into cloud 
networks, enabling 
the intelligent, 
balanced 
scheduling of 
network resources 
and cloud 
resources. 
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upgrade of industries that aims to build 
one cloud for one city and one network 
for computing power. A single network can 
aggregate existing physical networks, such 
as IoT, government, and transportation 
networks, while logically isolating different 
types of data, like urban governance data, 
industry data, and population data. As such, 
Intelligent Twins architecture can lay the 
foundation for smart cities.

When helping customers in the financial 
industry go digital, Huawei advocates 
upgrading from traditional private lines 
to flat, high-quality private networks. This 
entails distributed architecture reconstruction, 
centralized resource management, and 
platform-based service capabilities, which has 
already enabled agile innovation in financial 
services.

Cloud networks as 
infrastructure

Intelligent cloud networks are about to 
take their place as part of the critical 
infrastructure of the digital age – all vendors 
in the industry hope to carve out a share of 
this growing market. The major players in 
this market fall into three categories: telecom 
operators, Internet companies, and digital 
transformation service providers.

Telecom operators build a cloud WAN 
for tenants through cloud backbone 
networks deployed in cities with network 
virtualization. Operators can provide high-
speed interconnections between clouds, 
connect SD-WAN branches and private 
lines to the cloud, and offer other products 
and services. They enjoy unique advantages 

in networks.

Globally, Internet companies are first movers 
in cloud computing and have attracted the 
first batch of customers to cloud. However, 
as the cloud computing industry moves 
into a new phase of development, Internet 
companies cannot just copy their successful 
experience in the Internet industry over 
to other industries. Traditional industries 
have their own barriers to cloud migration, 
requiring Internet enterprises to upgrade 
their service capabilities if they are to grow.

The third type of player to emerge 
as industries go digital is the digital 
transformation service provider. These 
companies, such as Huawei, understand 
both the cloud and networks. According to 
Gartner, HUAWEI CLOUD was the fastest 
growing major cloud service provider in 2020, 
ranking second in China and in the top 5 in 
the global public cloud IaaS market. To date, 
HUAWEI CLOUD has launched more than 
220 cloud services and 210 solutions.

Huawei is able to leverage the network 
capabilities it’s built up over decades, helping 
bridge the gaps in cloud network capabilities 
and improving the underlying infrastructure 
of cloud computing.

The true convergence of computing 
and networks will enable the digital 
transformation of all kinds of industries. 
More computing resources with available 
to cloud, enabling data migration between 
service scenarios and networks that can 
transmit computing power to different 
nodes. In turn, this will enable the true digital 
transformation of industries. 

The third type of 
player to emerge 
as industries go 
digital is the digital 
transformation 
service provider. 
These companies, 
such as Huawei, 
understand both 
the cloud and 
networks. 

TECH4ALL 
Huawei's Digital Inclusion Initiative

Huawei believes that no one should be left behind in the digital 
world, so we developed TECH4ALL – our long-term, digital 
inclusion initiative based on Huawei's ICT infrastructure and 
smart device products and services. TECH4ALL uses technology, 
applications, and skills to empower people and organizations 
worldwide, and works with them to address challenges in 
environment, education, health, and development.

Building a Fully Connected, Intelligent World

HC2019 Tec4All 海报.indd   1 2021/8/20   14:45:35
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IPv6+: The Connectivity Foundation of 
the Digital Economy
IPv4-based Internet can no longer satisfy the digitalization needs of 
industries. Demand for massive connections is making IPv6, which allows 
a huge number of addresses, the new norm in the intelligent era. 

By Li Hongkun, Senior Marketing Expert, Data Communication Product Line, Huawei
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IP addresses are a key basic resource 
for the Internet and are the foundation 
for identifying and data transmission 
between Internet systems. IPv4 has 

been in use for more than 30 years, and 
the IPv4-based Internet has carried a great 
majority of applications. When the Internet 
was being designed, the global reach 
achieved by the technology today wasn’t 
considered, nor was IPv4 address exhaustion, 
which is becoming an increasing problem. 
On February 3, 2011, the Internet Assigned 
Numbers Authority (IANA) announced that 
the global central pool of available IPv4 
addresses was exhausted. The inventory of 
IPv4 addresses of the five Regional Internet 
Registries (RIRs) has been declining ever 
since.

However, the rise of the digital economy 
has boosted the development of new 
services such as smart cities, industrial 
Internet, and telemedicine. In the future, 
the Internet will further expand to cover 
every street lamp, every unit of equipment 
and sensor in factories, every appliance 
in homes, and every smart wearable. The 
number of connections will explode from 
billions to hundreds of billions, requiring 
hundreds of millions of IP addresses. The 
IPv4-based Internet can no longer satisfy 
the digitalization needs of industries, so it's 
imperative to develop next-gen Internet for 
the intelligent connection of everything.

The value of IPv6+ 

IPv6 allows for abundant addresses to 
assign unique identifiers to all devices that 
access the Internet, satisfying the needs of 
the era of connectivity of everything, where 

each object has an address and everything is 
online. The digital transformation of various 
industries poses different requirements for 
networks. Networks must both address 
connectivity and also provide high quality, 
flexibility, and a range of other capabilities. 
In the era where all things are connected, 
the virtual and physical worlds are deeply 
integrated, and cyberspace requires a secure 
and reliable network. IPv6 not only supports 
a large number of addresses, it also features 
more secure protocols by design and flexible 
scalability. IPv6 is the foundation of the 
next-generation Internet that will provide 
infinite possibilities for future network 
innovation.

IPv6+ is a systematic innovation on top of IP 
networks oriented towards the 5G and cloud 
era. IPv6+ enables more open and dynamic 
technological and service innovations, more 
efficient and flexible networking and service 
provisioning, better performance and user 
experience, and more intelligent and reliable 
O&M and security assurance. These will 
support the evolution and innovation of the 
next-generation Internet.

Compared with IPv6, IPv6+ delivers major 
innovations in three areas: 1) Innovation 
in network technologies, including 
segment routing over IPv6 (SRv6), network 
programming, network slicing, deterministic 
forwarding, in-band flow measurement, 
intelligent lossless algorithms, innovative 
multicast, and application awareness; 2) 
Innovations in intelligent O&M such as 
network fault discovery, fault identification, 
network self-healing, automatic 
optimization, and autonomous driving; 
3) Network business model innovation 
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represented by the expansion from the 
consumer Internet to the industrial Internet.

As an upgrade to IPv6, IPv6+ improves 
IP network innovation capabilities in six 
dimensions: ultra-broadband, ubiquitous 
connectivity, security, automation, 
determinism, and low latency, as shown in 
Figure 1.

Ultra-broadband: IPv6+ unleashes the 
potential of ultra-broadband to address 
uncertainties in future services. It provides 
end-to-end 400GE throughout the access, 
backbone, and data center networks to bear 
the traffic generated by hundreds of billions 
of connections and all things migrating to 
the cloud.

Ubiquitous connectivity: IPv6+ provides 
multi-service bearing and network-as-
a-service capabilities. SRv6 and other 
technologies support end-to-end traffic 
scheduling, protocol simplification, network 
programmability, and user experience 

assurance, addressing the need for an 
integrated multi-service experience.

Security: IPv6+ creates an inherent security 
experience for the IP network. It takes a 
zero-trust approach, authenticating all 
accesses and granting the fewest privileges 
necessary. The collaborative cloud-network-
security-integrated architecture for handling 
threats shortens the threat containment 
time from hours to minutes.

Automation: IPv6+ enables the 
autonomous driving network (ADN) that 
features automation, self-healing, self-
optimization, and autonomy. It uses new 
technologies, such as artificial intelligence 
(AI), in-band flow measurement, and 
knowledge graphs, to shorten fault recovery 
from hours to minutes and realize the 
intelligent prediction of network faults.

Determinism: IPv6+ delivers predictable, 
deterministic experiences of IP networks. 
It uses the network slicing technology to 

Figure 1: Six-dimensional capabilities of the innovative IPv6+ system

IPv6

+ Automation

+ Low latency
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+ Security+ Determinism

+ Ubiquitous connectivity
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create a network environment that is secure, 
reliable, and predictable, reducing jitter 
from ms-level to μs/ns-level. It also uses the 
lossless network technology to achieve zero 
packet loss in data centers.

Low latency: IPv6+ supports an immersive 
experience where people interact with the 
virtual world instantly. It reduces the end-to-
end latency of a metropolitan area network 
(MAN) to about 10 ms, and through device-
network synergy, reduces the static latency 
of a data center network from μs-level to 
100 ns-level, and the single-hop dynamic 
latency from 10–100 μs to 1 μs. This 
enables more efficient data channels.

IPv6+ serves as the 
connectivity foundation

Enhanced IPv6+ networks improve network 
capabilities through large-scale commercial 
deployment of IPv6 and IPv6+ innovations, 
driving the convergence of networks and 
services. This plays a significant role in 
the digitalization of government services, 
manufacturing, finance, and energy, serving 
as the connectivity foundation for the digital 
economy.

IPv6+ digital government: A core 
requirement for developing digital 
governments is to address data 
interoperability to achieve the objective of 
one network for all services. IPv6+ breaks 
down organizational silos and implements 
intensive network construction to support 
all government organizations on the same 
network. This ensures efficient data sharing 
and efficient city operations, and enables 
cross-level coordination, inter-departmental 

collaboration, and service-oriented, Internet-
based government services. 

In China’s Guangxi, the secondary plane 
of the IPv6+-based e-government extranet 
covers 14 districts and cities and 111 
counties, solving problems such as different 
types of private networks for different 
departments, data sharing difficulties, and 
duplicated network construction. This lays 
a solid foundation for the convergence, 
sharing, and utilization of the region's 
government data. Now, 99.9% of the 
region's same-level government private 
networks are interoperable, 99.9% of the 
non-classified information systems in the 
region are now cloud-based, and 99.73% 
of the region's government service requests 
can be closed with one onsite visit. The 
efficiency and capabilities of government 
services have been significantly improved.

IPv6+ smart manufacturing: Today's 
advanced manufacturing plants are 
growing bigger, with each workshop 
housing dozens or even hundreds of units 
of equipment. As equipment is made by 
different manufacturers, challenges like 
varied specifications, multiple protocols, and 
data silos need to be overcome to digitalize  
equipment. IPv6+ enables efficient data flow 
across the entire network by building a new 
intelligent digital manufacturing networking 
system. 

For example, Masteel Group’s manufacturing 
processes involve thousands of industrial 
control systems, each with different quality 
requirements that make it necessary 
to isolate each service. Traditionally, 
independent industrial ring networks 

Enhanced 
IPv6+ networks 
improve network 
capabilities 
through large-
scale commercial 
deployment of 
IPv6 and IPv6+ 
innovations, 
driving the 
convergence of 
networks and 
services. 
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incur high OPEX and require many optical 
fibers. By introducing IPv6+ network slicing 
technology, Masteel now integrates multiple 
private networks into one network that can 
isolate multiple services. This ensures that 
the control signals of different systems don’t 
interfere with each other, while reducing the 
cost of deploying fibers by 90% and O&M 
costs by 80%.

IPv6+ finance: The Bank 4.0 era has 
extended bank service hours from 8 

hours a day, 5 days a week to 24/7. And 
service models have evolved from service 
halls to a combination of online and 
offline services. These changes require 
the support for digitalization, quick cloud 
migration, and cloud interoperability. 
Therefore, transformation of the underlying 
network architecture is necessary for the 
digitalization of the banking industry. The 
backbone network is key infrastructure 
for data communication, and is the most 
important part of network architecture 
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transformation. 

For example, China Construction Bank (CCB) 
uses IPv6+ as the basis of its single WAN 
and unified data center network architecture 
to deploy an intelligent, agile, simplified, 
elastic, and highly reliable financial 
backbone network. This network supports 
the one-hop cloud access of financial 
services. It can also predict and quickly 
locate network faults through network-
wide sensing. The O&M automation rate 
has increased by 80% and the emergency 
handling time has been reduced from hours 
to minutes, so financial services remain 
uninterrupted.

IPv6+ energy: A good indicator of smart 
mining is safe and efficient operations that 
are barely staffed or even unattended. 
Applications like smart mechanized mining 
and smart tunneling has promoted the 
massive deployment of underground 
application system devices. IPv6+ provides 
network infrastructure support for the 
innovation and development of coal 
mines in the new era, leveraging massive 
address availability, embedded security 
capabilities, network slicing, and in-band 
flow measurement. 

At Xinyuan Coal Mine in Shanxi Province, 
IPv6+ has enabled the bearing of multiple 
services (such as the 5G video network 
and a comprehensive surveillance network) 
on a single network, avoiding overlapping 
investment in network construction and 
reducing costs by 50%. The use of in-
band flow measurement technology has 
shortened network fault location time 
and the time network O&M personnel are 

underground by 80%. Smart mining has 
relocated coal miners from a complex and 
harsh underground environment to a safe 
and clean centralized control center, greatly 
enhancing safety and efficiency.

The scope and nature of IP network 
connectivity have expanded from 
connecting people to connecting 
everything. The emergence of IPv6 and 
IPv6+ will greatly boost the intelligent 
connectivity of everything and application 
scenario innovations. IPv6+ is a next-
generation technology in the data 
communications industry, and a systematic 
innovation for IP networks oriented towards 
5G and cloud. 5G and optical access both 
need IPv6+. With the cloud at one end 
and enterprises, homes, and individuals 
at the other, the IPv6+-based IP network 
transfers intelligence and computing power 
to everything to power the growth of the 
digital world.

Similar to how the convergence of 5G 
and various industries has unleashed the 
huge potential of 5G+, the technological 
innovation and capability expansion 
of IPv6+ on top of IPv6 have shown 
immense value beyond providing massive 
IP addresses. This is attracting a range of 
industries to collaborate and innovate, and 
push the Internet into a new era of IPv6-
based intelligent IP networks. Looking 
toward the future, Huawei Datacom will 
continue its commitment to IP technology 
innovation, provide high-quality datacom 
products for customers in various 
industries, and enable ubiquitous intelligent 
IP connections, to build a fully connected, 
intelligent world. 
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New Wi-Fi 6 Technology Guarantees 
Continuous Coverage

Huawei is going above and beyond the Wi-Fi 6 standard with new 
networking technologies and network optimization methods that 
address pain points in enterprises' fully-wireless networks.

By Wu Rihai, Chief Architect of Campus Network WLAN Products, Data Communication 
Product Line, Huawei

From offices, factories, and cafes 
right up to the International Space 
Station, Wi-Fi is everywhere. But, 
many problems exist with Wi-

Fi. Unable to load a webpage even though 
the Wi-Fi signal is strong? When someone 
downloads a video, does that reduce speeds 
for other people? And does connection 
stability suffer when you’re on the move?

According to the Wi-Fi Alliance, more than 
10 billion Wi-Fi devices are in use worldwide, 
carrying more than half of today's data 
traffic. With the proliferation of applications 
on mobile devices, the application experience 
is crucial. New applications often require 
higher bandwidth and lower latency, and user 
complaints are becoming more focused on 
issues like poor Wi-Fi experience.

To minimize complaints, CIOs are prioritizing 
a consistent user experience in fully wireless 
workspaces, regardless of place or device. 
Although this requirement seems simple 
to address, the IDC reports that 76% 

of enterprises worldwide are currently 
dissatisfied with their wireless networks.

So, is there a viable wireless solution to 
address these concerns? 

Yes – in the shape of a future-proofed 
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) that 
can truly sense environmental changes 
— such as crowd flows, interference, and 
partitions — all while dynamically evaluating 
service experience. Connected to a WLAN 
such as this, application users can enjoy 
a consistent experience almost anywhere 
at any time. This is made possible by fully 
wireless, continuous coverage networking 
technology.

What do we mean by 
continuous Wi-Fi 6 
coverage?

Conventional WLAN has inherent technical 
limitations. Due to issues with coverage, 
capacity, interference, and roaming, it fails 
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to deliver continuous coverage and cannot 
resolve common issues such as coverage 
holes, compromised performance at coverage 
edges, deteriorated access performance upon 
multi-device concurrency, network-wide co-
channel interference, and disconnection when 
roaming (see Table 1).

Can Wi-Fi 6 networks alone 
offer a seamless experience?

The short answer is no.

Wi-Fi 6, also known as IEEE 802.11ax, is 
the sixth generation of Wi-Fi, as its name 
suggests. By using uplink multi-user multiple 
input multiple output (MU-MIMO) and 
orthogonal frequency division multiple 
access (OFDMA) subcarrier technologies, 
Wi-Fi 6 better utilizes spatial radio resources 
and improves the multi-user concurrency 
experience per unit coverage area. The 
majority of today's new smart devices 
also support 802.11k/v/r protocols, further 
improving the roaming experience.

Key Focus Definition Conventional WLAN Wi-Fi 6 with Continuous Coverage

Coverage
The coverage area of 
signals received by 
devices.

Coverage on demand: 2D 
planning leads to coverage 
holes in open spaces such as 
aisles and break areas.

Cellular-like: 3D planning ensures 
100% coverage of workspaces.

Capacity

The number of 
devices per unit 
coverage area that 
can fully access 
services.

Concurrent access by 
many devices increases 
air interface conflicts and 
WLAN performance sharply 
deteriorates.

The network dynamically senses 
concurrent device capacity and 
adjusts antenna angles and radio 
resources accordingly to ensure 
a smooth high-density access 
experience.

Interference

Signal interference 
between access 
points (APs) that use 
the same or similar 
frequencies on a 
wireless network 
lowers the SNR of 
devices, ultimately 
impacting user 
experience.

Only a few channels are 
available on the 2.4 GHz 
band and the default 
channel settings are 
used on the 5 GHz band. 
As a result, co-channel 
networking suffers from 
severe interference and 
manual adjustment is time-
consuming.

The network dynamically senses 
historical access behavior 
and loads, and intelligently 
optimizes AP indicators such as 
channels, frequency bandwidth, 
and transmit power. It achieves 
optimal performance across the 
entire network.

Roaming

Device handover from 
one AP to another 
without service 
interruptions.

After movement, the device 
remains connected to the 
original AP and does not 
switch to a new one in time, 
leading to a weak signal and 
poor performance.

The network proactively learns 
the roaming habits of different 
devices and actively matches 
their movements, providing faster, 
more accurate, and more stable 
access.

Table 1: Differences between conventional WLAN and Wi-Fi 6 with continuous coverage
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Although these technologies provide the 
foundation for wireless networking with 
continuous coverage, they revolve around 
single APs and cannot resolve the experience 
issues in multi-AP networking environments. 
They also fail to address legacy roaming 
mechanism issues: roaming requests are still 
initiated by devices and the distinct roaming 
behavior of devices cannot be controlled. 
This means that once devices are introduced 
to the wireless network, a reliable user 
experience isn’t ensured.

However, the foundation is there. With a few 
tweaks, continuous Wi-Fi 6 coverage can be 
achieved.

What networking innovations 
has Huawei made with Wi-Fi 6?

Huawei believes that future-proofing 
wireless networks means making them more 
intelligent than ever. Wi-Fi 6 technology 
has elevated single-AP performance to 
new heights, with telemetry and AI paving 
the way for a digital wireless network that 
can sense changes to the environment and 

devices. AI inference can calculate optimal 
performance targets, helping to achieve the 
best experience across the entire wireless 
network.

With all this in mind, Huawei has made a 
number of innovations to make wireless 
networks more intelligent.

Innovation 1

Unique 3D WLAN network planning and 
AI-powered real-time network simulation 
ensure full wireless signals in every nook 
and cranny. Huawei's WLAN Planner, a 
feature-rich 3D network planning tool, can 
directly read the floor plan of an onsite 
environment (see Figure 1) and allow users 
to flexibly define multiple types of partitions 
with various materials. Additionally, this 
tool automatically recommends the most 
appropriate AP model for any given 
scenario. With built-in simulation algorithms, 
WLAN Planner delivers high-precision signal 
coverage simulation. This intelligent system 
can even handle advanced network planning 
and intuitively understand the roaming 
experience.

Figure 1: 3D network planning and AI-powered network simulation
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CampusInsight — detects environmental 
changes and optimizes radio resources based 
on network traffic. As a result, co-channel and 
adjacent-channel interference is reduced and 
the network-wide experience is intelligently 
optimized to improve performance by over 
58% (see Figure 3).

Innovation 4

AI roaming technology, another differentiator 
of Huawei Wi-Fi 6, learns the roaming 
behavior of each device to avoid interruptions, 
even when moving around corners. By 
identifying device types and learning their 
roaming habits, this technology formulates 
differentiated device roaming policies and 
parameters, allowing it to actively steer 
device roaming. In this way, devices of each 
type experience optimal roaming, bringing 
roaming success to a record high of more 
than 95% (see Figure 4).

 

Innovation 2

Next-generation Dynamic-Zoom Smart 
Antennas create reliable connections for 
each device by intelligently sensing device 
density in the network access environment. 
Dynamic-Zoom Smart Antennas work flexibly 
in omnidirectional or high-density coverage 
scenarios, adapting fluidly to the demands 
of crowds, offering either wide coverage or 
smooth high-density access as circumstances 
require. When user access density increases, 
the AP quickly reduces the angle of its 
Smart Antennas. At the same time, it utilizes 
Smart Antenna training algorithms and 
high-performance reflector technologies to 
minimize signal interference at the edge, 
improving performance by over 20% (see 
Figure 2).

Innovation 3

Unique to Huawei, AI-powered intelligent 
radio calibration technology predicts future 
changes based on historical data and 
performs predictive automatic optimization, 
ensuring an optimal user experience 
across the entire network. This technology, 
combined with the intelligent operations and 
maintenance (O&M) system — iMaster NCE- Figure 4: Roaming success rate comparison before and 

after AI roaming is introduced
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Figure 2: Performance comparison before and after angle 
adjustment by Dynamic-Zoom Smart Antennas
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Figure 3: Comparison before and after intelligent radio 
calibration is used (Source: Tolly Group report)
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These four innovations are just a glimpse 
into Huawei's ongoing efforts to achieve 
fully wireless intelligent continuous coverage 
networking for an unrivaled user experience. 
Huawei is going beyond the Wi-Fi 6 
standard, pioneering innovative networking 
technologies and network optimization 
practices to address the pain points in 
enterprises' fully-wireless networks.

With long-term research conducted on 
wireless networks and customer experience 
data analytics from the field, Huawei's WLAN 
team has taken the lead in advocating 
fully-wireless, continuous coverage gigabit 
networking. This underscores Huawei's 
efforts to ensure seamless user access and a 
consistent user experience.

Huawei has built and tested a ubiquitous 
100 Mbit/s to 300 Mbit/s wireless network 
for its offices, covering tens of thousands 
of square meters. In doing so, Huawei has 
demonstrated that the 100 Mbit/s continuous 
coverage networking model shown in Figure 
5 delivers indispensable benefits: a device 
can achieve 100 Mbit/s in 95% of an AP's 

coverage area.

Huawei's Intelligent Continuous Networking 
Solution builds on Huawei AirEngine APs 
and iMaster NCE-CampusInsight. It's a 
purpose-designed solution for future-
proof, fully wireless networks that meets 
the requirements of a range of sectors, 
including education, healthcare, hospitality, 
and manufacturing, as well as being 
suitable for use in airports, warehouses, 
and stadiums.

Huawei's innovation in wireless networking 
technologies will help enterprises build fully 
wireless networks in which all things are 
connected, user experience is optimized, 
and services are always on. With Huawei's 
assistance, enterprises can benefit from more 
efficient, stable, and effective connectivity in 
their offices and production facilities.

For more information, download the Huawei 
AirEngine Wi-Fi 6 Continuous Self-Organizing 
Network (CSON) Technology White Paper 
and Huawei Campus Network Intelligent 
O&M Technology White Paper . 

Figure 5: 100 Mbit/s continuous coverage networking in the office area
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Enabling Industries with Gigabit 
Optical Networks
Industries are migrating services to cloud and private lines are being 
upgraded to cloud and optical integration solutions, creating more 
industry application scenarios for gigabit optical networks. In the 
future, premium OTN private lines will be extended to more buildings 
and campuses, and super OTN uplink will be applied to more homes. 
The entire industry value chain should come together and explore 
innovations related to MAN OTN applications, so that high-quality and 
differentiated applications can benefit industries and homes.

By Zhang Haiyi, Deputy Director, Technology and Standards Research Institute, CAICT
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Gigabit optical networks and 
premium OTN private lines 
are gaining popularity

In 2021, "gigabit optical network" was 
included in the Chinese government's 
work report for the first time, reflecting its 
importance. 

To accelerate the construction of gigabit 
optical networks, the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology (MIIT) issued the 
Action Plan for Collaborative Development 
of Dual-Gigabit Networks (2021–2023) on 
March 24. This plan will serve as the highest-
level design and guidance document for 
China's network development over the next 
three years. The Action Plan also proposes 
key tasks for accelerating the development 
of China's gigabit optical networks. Building 
gigabit cities, enhancing bearer capabilities, 
and enabling industry convergence are 
beneficial to the development of China's 
optical communications industry.

Gigabit optical networks will be integral 
to the foundation of China's digital 
economy. When combined with cloud and 
AI, these optical networks will be capable 
of connecting everything and stimulating 
the digital economy. The strong transport 
capacity of gigabit optical networks and 
the huge computing power of the cloud 
will boost the development of numerous 
industries, with a robust and prosperous 
digital economy requiring the integration 
of both technologies. Ultra-high-speed and 
highly-reliable network coverage are crucial 
for creating smart cities, providing a solid 
foundation for innovation across various 

industries, and maximizing the value of 
urban resources.

With the accelerated growth of gigabit 
optical networks, premium OTN private lines 
are a key focus of large enterprises for digital 
transformation. The Next Generation Optical 
Network Forum (NGOF) started researching 
the indicator system for high-quality private 
line application specifications in 2018, and 
has proposed indicators in a number of 
dimensions, including physical isolation, high 
availability, guaranteed low latency, and all-
online. Several years of development have led 
to the wide implementation of high-quality 
private lines, from industrial innovation to 
business innovation.

To date, China's three major carriers have 
built over 70 government and enterprise 
private networks, supporting the digital 
transformation of large enterprises. For 
example, China Telecom Yunnan released 
its premium OTN private line service 
in Kunming, and China Mobile Tianjin 
announced the world's first commercial NG 
premium OTN private line. China Mobile 
Tianjin's DoubleS OTN premium government 
and enterprise private network will provide 
healthcare private line services for Tianjin 
Medical University General Hospital. This is 
an excellent example of how premium OTN 
private lines can facilitate the digitalization 
of the healthcare industry.

The commercial success of premium OTN 
private lines is promoting the transformation 
of optical transport networks, from basic 
bearer networks to premium service 
networks, and playing a vital role in the 
digital transformation of large enterprises.

Building 
gigabit cities, 
enhancing bearer 
capabilities, and 
enabling industry 
convergence are 
beneficial to the 
development of 
China's optical 
communications 
industry.
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High-quality cloud-optical 
synergy is accelerating 
industries' cloud migration

Following the rapid evolution of cloud, 
enterprises have become the mainstay 
of cloudification, and it’s estimated that 
over 85% of enterprise applications will be 
deployed on the cloud by 2025. In addition, 
the COVID-19 pandemic has driven 
industries to further accelerate the rate of 
cloudification. The government, finance, 
healthcare, education, and manufacturing 
sectors are all migrating to cloud, becoming 

digitalized and intelligent.

During cloud migration, different industries 
have distinct requirements. For example, 
the government, healthcare, education, 
manufacturing, and video industries all 
have a strong demand for high bandwidth, 
but the financial sector and cloud Internet 
cafes demand low latency. Meanwhile, 
the government, financial, healthcare, 
and manufacturing industries require 
high security and security isolation, while 
government services, finance, healthcare, 
and gaming all require on-demand 

Industry Service 
Bandwidth Latency Reliability Isolation Self-

management BoD Cloud 
Security

e-Government 
cloud

100 Mbit/s–10 
Gbit/s 1–5 ms 99.99% Cloud 

pool DR

Physical 
isolation 
OVPN

Visible and 
operable Available Grade II 

and III

Financial cloud 10 Mbit/s–100 
Mbit/s 100 μs

99.99% 
Active-active 
cloud pools 
or three DCs 
in two cities

Physical 
isolation Visible Available Grade III

Healthcare 
cloud

200 Mbit/s–10 
Gbit/s

1–10 
ms

99.99% Cloud 
pool DR

Physical 
isolation Visible Available Grade III

Education cloud 
(Education 
institutions on 
the cloud)

1 Gbit/s–10 
Gbit/s

1–10 
ms

99.9% Single 
cloud - - None -

Industrial cloud 
(Large industrial 
parks)

1 Gbit/s–10 
Gbit/s

1–10 
ms

99.99% Cloud 
pool DR

Physical 
isolation Visible None Grade II

Video cloud 
(Stadiums 
and MCN 
companies)

100 Mbit/s–10 
Gbit/s

8–20 
ms

99.95% 
Active-active 
or DR

- - Available -

Gaming cloud 
(Game centers)

300 Mbit/s–1 
Gbit/s 3–8 ms 99.9% - - Available -

Internet cafe 
cloud (Internet 
cafes)

3 Gbit/s–10 
Gbit/s

0.5–1 
ms 99.9% - - Available -

Figure 1 Cloudification KPIs of different industries (source: High-quality Private-Line for Cloud Era Technical White Paper)
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bandwidth to reduce costs. Figure 1 shows 
typical requirements.

What kind of solution can offer an optimal 
user experience for cloud migration services 
that address the diverse needs of different 
industries? 

The answer is cloud-optical integrated 
premium OTN private lines.

OTNs have inherent advantages for network 
slicing. First, OTNs can transmit industry 
user services from the equipment room to  
cloud in one hop, supporting deterministic 
low latency, low jitter, and high availability 
during the cloud migration of industry users. 
Second, OTNs support software-defined 
networking (SDN) and, by extension, agile 
and customizable services for industry 
users. These features are enabling carriers 
to provide innovative and differentiated 
high-quality services for high-end industry 
customers in the era of cloud-network 
integration. Therefore, premium cloud-
optical integrated private lines are the best 
solution when seeking to offer an optimal 
experience for cloud migration services that 
address stringent requirements.

At the end of 2020, NGOF released the 
High-quality Private-Line for Cloud Era 
Technical White Paper , which defines 
five criteria for measuring high-quality 
private line experience: security, reliability, 
convenience, responsiveness, and perception. 
Upgrading from premium private lines to 
premium cloud-optical synergy expands the 
application scenarios of optical networks in 
vertical industries and accelerates innovation 
in cloud-optical synergy technologies.

 

How can cloud-optical synergy better serve 
homes and enterprises through specific 
applications? When used by enterprises, 
premium OTN private lines ensure a five-
star experience for VIP customers. OTN 
P2MP private lines ensure high-quality 
experience for SMEs. And PON private 
lines satisfy common private-line access 
requirements. In the case of homes, co-site 
deployment of OTNs and OLTs facilitates 
high-value broadband services, such as 
cloud VR and 360° live streaming, which 
can be accessed directly through OTN hard 
pipes to guarantee end-to-end quality.

To facilitate the development of integrated 
cloud-network services, improve user 
experience, and adapt to future trends, 
some carriers in China have deployed 
preliminary cloud-optical synergy services. 
For example, China Telecom Guangdong 

Figure 2 Three capabilities required for cloud-optical synergy

Three capabilities 
required for cloud-

optical synergy

The collaborative orchestrator implements policy 
orchestration and collaboration between the transport 
NMS and the CMP, enabling automated cloud and network 
management.

The transmission 
management system 
automates provisioning of 
cloud-access private lines, 
and the CMP streamlines 
cloud resources and intra-
cloud networks.

Multiple flexible access 
methods are available, 
and cloud-network 
interconnection enables 
one-hop cloud access for 
services.

Collaborative 
management

Automatic 
provisioning

cloud-network 
interconnection 
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offers one-click cloud access through 
OTNs and direct access to e-Cloud through 
premium private lines. The carrier also uses 
optical service unit (OSU) technology to 
achieve smooth bandwidth adjustment for 
OTN cloud access. China Unicom Shandong 
has built smart optical cloud cities based 
on the industry cloud scenario. In addition, 
the carrier has examined the private-line 
requirements of various industries, such 
as government, finance, healthcare, and 
manufacturing, to offer comprehensive 
industry solutions that provide customers 
with more efficient, reliable, intelligent, and 
diverse high-quality private line services. 
Users immediately have access to the cloud 
upon service registration.

Expanding application 
scenarios of industry-specific 
premium private lines

The cloud migration of industries has 
accelerated the upgrade of premium private 
lines to premium cloud-optical synergy, and 
expanded the industry application scenarios 
for gigabit optical networks. In the future, 
carriers will need to explore how to integrate 
quality private lines within more industries. 
One example is government services, 
where a unified all-optical e-Government 
extranet can be used for multiple purposes 
and centralized management. Another 
example is in the financial industry, where 
ultra-low (microsecond-level) latency can 
support ultra-fast securities transactions 
and drive banks to become streamlined and 
digitalized. The healthcare industry is yet 
another example, where the highly reliable 
private line network is capable of supporting 
cloud-based medical imaging and medical 

resource sharing.

Premium private lines will extend to more 
buildings and campuses, and super OTN 
uplink will be applied to more homes. The 
entire industry value chain should come 
together and explore innovations related 
to MAN OTN applications. Industry players 
should push for OTN technologies to be 
deployed closer to end users through E2E 
networking and application innovations in 
gigabit optical networks, as this will optimize 
key transmission features like low latency in 
MANs. They should also drive innovation in 
OTN CPE applications intended for enterprises 
of various sizes to provide a superior 
experience for both industries and households.

In the future, how can the industry better 
develop gigabit optical networks and 
achieve the goals of the dual-gigabit plan?

The industry should collaborate to direct 
efforts towards technological research 
and innovative practices relating to 
gigabit optical network application and 
networking, and support the high-quality 
development of China's digital economy 
based on premium optical networks. The 
industry should also focus on accelerating 
the standardization, equipment R&D, and 
pilot application of OSU-based OTNs, and 
promote the wide application of premium 
OTNs in vertical industries.

We believe that the industry will answer 
the government's call to accelerate the 
construction of gigabit optical networks, 
promote cloud-optical synergy, and enable 
the development of Digital China through 
high-quality, all-optical connectivity. 

Premium cloud-
optical integrated 
private lines are 
the best solution 
when seeking to 
offer an optimal 
experience for 
cloud migration 
services that 
address stringent 
requirements.
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Building Urban Data Center Networks 
with CloudFabric 3.0

To overcome space and power supply constraints for constructing urban 
data centers, Huawei's CloudFabric 3.0 Hyper-Converged Data Center 
Network Solution combines IPv6 for ubiquitous computing power 
connectivity, lossless Ethernet for deterministic computing quality, and 
software-defined networking to automate computing power provisioning.

By Leon Wang, President, Data Center Network Domain, Data Communication Product 
Line, Huawei

With data as the most 
important factor of 
production in the digital 
era, data centers serve 

as the sole points for data storage, data 
analytics, and computing. Underpinning the 
digitalization of cities, the computing power 
of data centers and the support of cloud 
networks impact every aspect of an urban 
economy, from ubiquitous cloud computing 
to digital currency and blockchain.

Issued in March 2021, China's 14th Five-Year 
Plan and Long-Range Objectives for 2035 

establishes the requirements for accelerating 
the construction of new infrastructure such 
as data centers. In April 2021, the Shanghai 
Municipal Commission of Economy and 
Informatization (SHEITC) and the Shanghai 
Municipal Development and Reform 
Commission issued the Notice on Issues 
Related to the Coordinated Construction of 
Data Centers in Cities in 2021. This Notice 
requires the accelerated construction of a 
data center development landscape that is 
"focused in terms of functionality, balanced 
in terms of planning, efficient and green, 
outstanding in terms of performance, and 
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meets urgent needs," so as to expedite the 
implementation of the 14th Five-Year Plan.

The dilemma of urban data 
center construction

The construction and development of 
data centers in cities cannot break free of 
two physical constraints: space and power 
supply. Discrete data centers that take up 
limited space lead to scattered resources and 
restricted scalability. As a result, data centers 
cannot achieve the intensive scale that is 
expected, decreasing their computing power, 
while inadequate power supply stops data 
centers from functioning properly. In recent 
years, data centers have often been closed 
due to limited power supply quotas.

The digital economy and digital society rely 
on computing power, but there is a growing 
lack of urban resources. So, how can we 
strike a balance? 

Shanghai has taken the lead in answering 
this question: First, the city has clearly 
defined its functional requirements, focusing 
on what it urgently needs and avoiding what 
it doesn't. Based on Shanghai's position as a 
center of economy, finance, trade, shipping, 
and technological innovation, the city focuses 
on meeting the computing requirements 
of its core industries. Second, new data 
centers are concentrated in key development 
areas. In consideration of available auxiliary 
resources, such as land and electricity, data 
centers are deployed in a way that fully 
utilizes their intensity and scale. The city also 
emphasizes energy conservation, requiring 
that the comprehensive PUE of each new 
data center is less than 1.3.

Innovative technologies 
support urban data center 
construction

In addition to resource and policy guidance, 
Shanghai is proposing the introduction of 
new technologies, such as IPv6, lossless 
networks, and software-defined networking. 
This will improve data center performance 
and the utilization of computing power 
utilization through technological innovation, 
which is key to the city's data center 
construction plan.

IPv6 supports ubiquitous connectivity 
for computing power. The transformation 
from connectivity for all people to the 
intelligent connectivity of all things has led 
to an exponential increase in the demand 
for IP addresses on networks. Data centers 
are the computing hubs of the intelligent 
world, while IPv6 serves as the foundation 
of connectivity between them. The 14th 
Five-Year Plan and Long-Range Objectives 
for 2035 clearly states that "the commercial 
deployment of Internet Protocol Version 
6 (Ipv6) should be comprehensively 
promoted." Today, numerous data centers 
are still IPv4-based, meaning smooth 
evolution from IPv4 to IPv6 has become 
a core requirement for future data center 
development. The InfiniBand and Fiber 
Channel (FC) private network architectures 
used in traditional high-performance 
computing and centralized storage are 
incompatible with IPv6. Therefore, Ethernet 
will replace private networks.

Lossless Ethernet ensures deterministic 
computing quality. Data center networks 

Data centers are 
the computing 
hubs of the 
intelligent world, 
while IPv6 serves 
as the foundation 
of connectivity 
between them.
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have become increasingly Ethernet-based. 
In 2019, though the joint efforts of Internet 
companies, carriers, and ICT vendors, 
lossless network testing specifications were 
released and put into commercial use, 
greatly boosting the development of lossless 
Ethernet technology. Traditional Ethernet 
has an average packet loss of 0.1%, while 
lossless Ethernet has zero packet loss. This 
eliminates the need for data retransmission, 
improving server resource utilization. A server 
cluster using lossless Ethernet can deliver 
twice the computing power of a regular server 
cluster of the same size, halving unit power 
consumption.

Software-defined networking automates 
the provisioning of computing power. 
According to the intensive construction 
policy, a data center should in principle never 
be less than 3,000 standard racks. When 
using virtualization technology, it’s possible 
to manage up to 300,000 nodes. Therefore, 
it’s vital that the management of data center 
networks is both automated and intelligent. 
Some commercial banks in China already 
require that networks support the closure 
of service requests on the same day that 
they are issued. This would be impossible 
for traditional O&M models, which are 
characterized by command-line-based 
manual execution and network changes that 
typically takes several days.

CloudFabric 3.0 boosts data 
center development

Huawei's CloudFabric 3.0 Hyper-Converged 
Data Center Network Solution supports the 
three key technologies: IPv6, lossless Ethernet, 
and software-defined networking.

Full IPv6 compatibility: This solution 
delivers end-to-end IPv6-based data center 
networking and allows IPv4-based legacy 
networks to smoothly evolve to IPv6.

Lossless Ethernet: This solution is the first of its 
kind to achieve zero packet loss over Ethernet, 
using the innovative iLossless algorithm to 
break down traditional architectural silos 
between multiple protocols. This facilitates high-
performance computing, storage, and service 
networks, achieving convergence between 
physical network protocols.

Intelligent network deployment and 
O&M: CloudFabric 3.0 is the first solution 
in the industry to deliver software-defined 
networking capabilities in L3 autonomous 
driving networks (ADN). Networks can 
automatically understand user intention and 
complete service provisioning in seconds. 
Network status can be monitored in real 
time to detect faults in 1 minute, locate 
them in 3 minutes, and rectify them in 5 
minutes.

As the data center construction requirements 
in the 14th Five-Year Plan and Long-Range 
Objectives for 2035 are more carefully 
explored, a number of provinces and cities 
will issue specific data center construction 
guidelines. During the construction of the 
data center computing base, where data is 
the core factor for production, data center 
networks will create immense value and 
potential to enhance computing power. 

Huawei is ready to work with its customers 
and partners to build urban data centers, 
develop exemplary use cases, and boost the 
digital economy and digital society. 

Traditional 
Ethernet has an 
average packet 
loss of 0.1%, 
while lossless 
Ethernet has zero 
packet loss. This 
eliminates the 
need for data 
retransmission, 
improving 
server resource 
utilization.
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Premium OTN: Making Cloud Access 
Easy for Enterprises
Driven by the pandemic, enterprise cloud migration has accelerated. 
To meet their high expectations for cloud services, CCSA TC618/NGOF  
defines five cloud-network experience indicators and criteria for a “five-
star” network experience.

By Liu Xiaoni, Optical Architecture & Technology Planning Dept, Optical Business Product 
Line, Huawei

The pandemic greatly impacted 
traditional industries, but it’s also 
created new opportunities for 
those same industries thanks to 

new business models and ways of working 

alongside the contactless economy and 
remote education and healthcare. However, 
enterprises need to migrate their production 
systems and core systems to cloud to 
achieve rapid development.
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Easy access to high-quality 
cloud
Gartner predicts that by 2025, more than 
85% of enterprise applications worldwide 
will have migrated to cloud, which will 
increase the value of the global cloud 
computing market to an estimated US$350 
billion. 

According to the White Paper on the 
Development of Cloud Computing (2020) 
published by China Academy of Information 
and Communications Technology, the 
private cloud market in China was worth 
79.1 billion yuan (US$12.37 billion) in 2020, 
22.6% higher than it was in 2019. This 
market is expected to continue to grow 
steadily in the next few years and reach 150 
billion yuan by 2023.

Easy migration and access to high-
quality, secure, and reliable cloud is a key 
requirement of enterprises.

High-quality cloud: The cloud is essentially 
computing and storage resources that users 
can access on demand at any time. The 
use of cloud resources can be regarded as 
infinitely scalable, with a pay-as-you-use 
model. High-quality cloud resources must be 
highly secure, reliable, perceptible, responsive, 
and convenient, which are the criteria for 
measuring cloud access experience.

Easy access: The networks that support cloud 
access must be capable enough to enable 
easy, fast, and efficient cloud access anytime, 
anywhere. Therefore, carriers' networks must 
be deeply integrated with the cloud. 

They can be evaluated along five dimensions: 
security, reliability, perception, responsivity, 
and convenience.

Vertical industries' 
requirements

The results of our survey and analysis 
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of cloud access requirements for vertical 
industries show that enterprises have similar 
requirements for easy access to high-quality 
cloud. The difference between industries 
lies in what they demand of the underlying 
networks providing cloud access.

e-Government

Conventional e-Government extranets 
suffer from problems such as separated 
management, information silos, insufficient 
coverage, and low network capacity. The 
migration of e-Government service systems 
to cloud poses new challenges for cloud 
network services such as secure cloud access, 
private network experience, and intelligent 
O&M. e-Government customers typically 
require a cloud access bearer network with 
no more than 1- to 5-ms latency, 99.99% 
reliability, hardware isolation with high 
security, and self-management of cloud-
network integration for VICs. They also 
typically require at least grade 3 security 
protection.

Finance 

The finance industry generally agrees that 
financial applications should be cloud-based 
to better support open banks. In China, a 
range of state-owned banks, joint-stock 
banks, and urban commercial banks are 
working to migrate to cloud.

The digitalization of the financial industry 
is characterized by the following features: 
1) Banks' services and data are increasingly 
concentrated in the head office's data 
centers, with systems becoming fully cloud-
based. This requires a high level of security 
and inter-cloud disaster recovery. As the 
network structure evolves from hierarchical 
to flattened across branches at various levels, 
banks require E2E stable, fast, reliable, and 
secure inter-cloud and cloud access private 
line services. 2) With branches becoming 
intelligent and banking services being 
informatized, the transmission network has 
also evolved from bearing only account data, 

Reliability

Responsivity

ConvenienceSecurity

Perception

Active-active cloud pools: 
99.9% private line access to 
dual clouds

Grade Ⅲ security industry 
cloud: Physically isolated private 

lines to the cloud

One hop to the cloud: 
1ms@100 km

Jitter < 10%
Cloud-network integration Service: 
provisioning within days

Cloud-network integration 
:Vis ible,  adjustable,  and 
customizable

Five-star cloud-network
synergy experience indicators

Figure 1: The five cloud-network synergy experience indicators
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such as settlement and loan data, to bearing 
various types of data such as account data; 
office services; intermediate services, like 
entrusted payments; and video surveillance. 
This requires both higher bandwidth for each 
branch and the security isolation of different 
services.

Therefore, the financial industry has 
stringent requirements for latency at the 
100-microsecond-level and expects 99.99% 
reliability. The latter is ensured through 
failsafe mechanisms such as active-active 
replication or geo-redundancy with two 
active-active sites and a DR site. In addition, 
the finance industry requires grade 3 security 
protection of cloud services.

Healthcare

Internet-based smart healthcare has 
accelerated the cloud migration of hospital's 
information systems. As hospital data 
increasingly covers regional applications 
rather than intra-hospital applications, cloud 
storage is increasingly favored over local 
storage as remote consultations, remote 
diagnosis, and other region-level medical 
applications become possible. At present, 
most of the demand from this sector is for 
application migration to cloud, inter-cloud 
disaster recovery, and telemedicine through 
medical alliances.

In addition to high bandwidth, the cloud 
migration of the healthcare industry also 
requires elastic bandwidth scalability that’s 
automated based on predictable fluctuations 
in network traffic levels. High security 
is another requirement, meaning that 
customers in this sector require cloud pool 
disaster recovery and hardware isolation 

capabilities.

Others

The education, manufacturing, and 
streaming industries all require high 
bandwidth and over-99.9% reliability. Cloud 
gaming requires ultra-high bandwidth of 
3–10 Gbit/s, ultra-low, stable latency of 
less than 1 ms, and dynamically adjustable 
bandwidth that can be instantly increased 
during peak hours.

Industry consensus on high-
quality OTN cloud access

In December 2020, the China 
Communications Standards Association 
(CCSA) TC618/Next Generation Optical 
Network Forum (NGOF) defined five cloud-
network synergy experience indicators 
for industry users based on the cloud 
and network quality required for industry 
cloud migration (see Figure 1). These five 
indicators will be used to guide carriers in 
building five-star premium cloud-optical 
networks and thus accelerate innovation in 
cloud-optical integration technologies.

Security

High-security cloud access is a key 
demand of enterprise customers and vital 
to ensure access to high-quality cloud. 
NGOF's definition of security covers cloud 
computing security and cloud access private 
line network security, and targets carriers' 
network and cloud services. NGOF defines 
three levels of security, based on the 
different cloud-network security products 
offered to tenants (see Table 1).

Reliability

NGOF's definition 
of security covers 
cloud computing 
security and cloud 
access private line 
network security, 
and targets 
carriers' network 
and cloud services. 
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Reliability is a key factor for ensuring 
production and business security. Covering 
cloud availability and cloud access private 
line availability, it’s measured as the monthly 
average of the uptime of carrier cloud 
services and network services provided 
to industry tenants as a percentage of 
total service time. This is currently the key 
service indicator most valued by enterprise 
customers, and is usually specified in 

contracts and linked to indemnification. 
NGOF defines three levels of reliability (see 
Table 2).

Perception

Perception refers to industry users' 
experience of cloud access services. It can be 
defined and measured by two factors: the 
number of hops before the cloud is accessed 
and the latency in the active and standby 

Stars Cloud Private Line

Cloud-
network 
security

Five
Dedicated cloud/
Industry cloud 
service

Grade 3 
protection

Physical 
isolation: L1 
hard tunnel

L1 encryption 
optional

Four Industry cloud 
service

Grade 2 
protection

Logical 
isolation: L2 
soft tunnel

L2 encryption 
optional

Standard Public cloud 
service N/A

Internet VPN 
tunnel-shared 
cloud access

L3 encryption 
optional

Table 1: Cloud-network synergy experience indicator — security

Table 2: Cloud-network synergy experience indicator — reliability

Stars Cloud Private Line

Cloud-
network 
reliability

Five
Active/standby 
active/active cloud 
pools

99.99% availability Dual-private lines to two 
data centers

Four Active/standby 
cloud pools 99.95% availability

Private line to active 
cloud, active-standby 
interconnected

Standard Single cloud pool 99.9% availability Private line to single cloud

Stars Cloud Private Line

Cloud-
network 
perception

Five
One hop from CE 
to cloud private 
line switch

100 km < 1 ms; jitter < 10%; 
latency independent of 
network load

Active/passive path latency 
difference < 30%

Four
Three hops from 
CE to cloud private 
line switch

100 km < 2 ms; jitter 
unguaranteed; latency 
dependent on network load

Active/passive path latency 
difference unguaranteed; best-
effort based on network conditions

Standard

Unguaranteed 
hops from CE to 
cloud private line 
switch

Unguaranteed latency and 
jitter

Active/passive path latency 
difference unguaranteed; best-
effort based on network conditions

Table 3: Cloud-network synergy experience indicator — perception
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paths to the cloud. NGOF defines three 
levels of perception (see Table 3).

Responsivity

Responsivity measures the amount of 
time between when the contract is signed 
with the customer and when the carrier 
delivers the cloud service, as well as how 
long it takes the carrier to respond to a 
maintenance request after a fault occurs. 
This indicator evaluates a carrier's overall 
cloud-network integration capabilities and 
service capabilities. Based on competitiveness 
and user perception differentiation, NGOF 
defines three levels of responsivity (see Table 
4).

Convenience

Convenience measures users' experience of 
a carrier's abilities to deliver cloud-network 
synergy services throughout pre-sales, 
subscription, in-sales experience, and after-
sales O&M. It’s also an important KPI for 
industry users' perception and evaluation 
of a carrier's service capabilities. NGOF 
defines three levels of convenience (see 
Table 5).

As digital transformation accelerates, more 
enterprises are demanding high-quality 
cloud access. NGOF's five indicators for 
cloud-network synergy experience reflect the 
current consensus on OTN optical-optical 
synergy solutions and related integrated 
service capabilities, and their adoption will 
fast-track the growth of OTN cloud access 
services. 

Stars Cloud Private Line

Cloud-network 
convenience

Five

1. Pre-sale: Integrated cloud-network service subscription
2. Cloud-network resources visible in real time (e.g., topologies and 
service on/off)
3. Cloud-network resources elastically adjustable (elastic cloud 
resource scaling, elastic private line bandwidth scaling)
4. Cloud-network service customizable (dedicated operation report, 
proactive prediction, etc.)

Four

1. Pre-sale: Integrated cloud-network service subscription
2. Cloud-network resources visible in real time (e.g., topologies and 
service on/off)
3. Cloud-network resources elastic adjustability (elastic cloud resource 
scaling, elastic private line bandwidth scaling)

Standard
1. Pre-sale: Integrated cloud-network service subscription
2. Cloud-network resources visible in real time (e.g., topologies and 
service on/off)

Table 5: Cloud-network synergy experience indicators — convenience

Table 4: Cloud-network synergy experience indicator — responsivity

Stars Cloud Private Line

Cloud-
network 
responsivity

Five 1. Cloud-network service provisioning in days
2. Real-time fault response achieves fault rectification in hours

Four 1. Cloud-network service provisioning in weeks
2. Real-time fault response achieves fault rectification in days

Standard 1. Cloud-network service provisioning in months
2. Fault rectification in days
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How Carriers Can Win in the Cloud 
Access Market with Premium OTN
As digital transformation accelerates, enterprise cloud migration and 
requirements for cloud access quality are increasing. Carriers need to 
create high-quality, differentiated OTN cloud access experiences to be 
competitive in the premium market.

By Feng Chao, Optical Architecture & Technology Planning Dept, Huawei

Today’s enterprises have higher 
requirements on the networks 
that carry production and services. 
They need high-quality cloud 

access, industry private networks, access at 

any bandwidth granularity, a self-service 
experience, and more value-added services.

As such, carriers need to improve their 
networks, operations, products, and 
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marketing. By deploying high-quality OTN 
cloud access, carriers can lay a strong 
foundation for developing enterprise 
services.

Recommendation 1: 
Network upgrades

Network upgrades aim to provide carriers 
with highly secure, reliable, perceptive, 
responsive, and convenient five-star cloud-
network synergy experiences. Carriers can 
upgrade their networks in the following five 
ways to consolidate foundation networks 
and optimize service networks:

1) User-end upgrades

Splitting CO sites can extend all-optical 
equipment to the user end and ensure 
wide coverage of areas with high user 

densities. Any enterprise should be able 
to conveniently and reliably access the 
OTN within 2 km of the equipment and 
immediately receive cloud access upon 
network access. 

User-end access can be diversified. OTN CPE 
can be deployed for high-value enterprise 
customers and in areas with insufficient 
coverage or the SDH network can provide 
access and OLTs can be reused. 

The P2MP solution can also be used, 
with OTNs and OLTs integrated to utilize 
ODNs and OTNs, so enterprises would 
receive better quality private line service 
experiences. Diverse access would help 
upgrade buildings to fully optical and 
intelligent, quickly provide coverage for 
commercial buildings and campuses, and 
offer a cost-effective, high-quality service 

Figure 1: Four upgrades for high-quality OTN cloud access
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Network upgrade: Lead in architecture & 
technology

Marketing upgrade: 
Launches & promotion, 
setting industry 
benchmarks

Product upgrade: Defining 
products, differentiated 
services

Virtuous
business

cycle

Operation upgrade: Process automation, 
smart operations

• VC-base transformation, 
realizing efficient bearing of 
small-granularity services

• Accurate splitting of CO sites 
to increase service coverage

• Diverse access methods, e.g., 
P2MP

• All-staff training, appraisal and 
incentive

• Exploring business opportunities, 
industry expansion

• Brand launches and industry-
specific promotion events

• Product design, spec 
requirements: low latency, 
reliability, intelligent rate 
control

• Cloud-network 
integration: Cloud private 
line + cloud network

• Product manual release

• NCE embedded in production 
systems, streamlining BSS/OSS 
domains

• Providing customer self-service 
apps

• Optimizing processes to shorten 
provisioning time



experience for industries.

The P2MP solution provides quick coverage 
of OTN private lines that use the ODN 
in the passive access segment, delivering 
hard pipes on the ODN and high-quality 
private lines with deterministic latency. The 
solution is intended for mid-range business 
customers such as building/campus-based 
SMEs, commercial premises, digital security 
firms, and supermarket/hotel chains. It is 
cost effective and offers wide coverage and 
hard pipes. The solution has the following 
technical advantages:

Reliable low latency. The solution uses 
SDH-like timeslot allocation technology to 
limit the uplink latency of timeslot isolation 
between users in the access network to 
below 200 μs. The single-frame multi-burst 
solution reduces the DBA allocation period 
and reduces line dispatching latency from 
125 μs to 62.5 μs.

Lower jitter. Every 5 seconds, the OLT 
detects ONTs that have gone online. 
Service wavelengths are then isolated 
from management wavelengths, so that 
management wavelengths can be measured 
in an independent window, reducing uplink 
latency jitter of the access network to less 
than 150 μs.

Secure slicing. Unlike home broadband 
or business broadband, P2MP private line 
implements physical isolation within the 
ODN and hardware isolation of OLTs. 
Independent slicing resources carry services 
on the OLTs' uplink line through OTN/OSU 
hard pipes, improving both security and 
quality.

Higher reliability. The OTN uplink 
interface of the OLT provides multi-layer 
protection while ensuring availability. 
Type-B protection can guarantee the 
security, reliability, and cost-effectiveness 
of the primary optical path when the user 
CPE accesses the network through an OLT. 
When an OLT is connected via uplink to a 
large network segment, 1+1 subnetwork 
connection protection (SNCP) and ASON 
self-healing protection ensure switchover 
in 50 ms and provide service recovery 
capabilities that can resist multiple fiber 
cuts.

Enhanced E2E management. Through 
the collaborative management of NCE-T 
and NCE-FAN, E2E P2MP services can 
be provisioned in seconds. Bandwidth on 
demand (BoD), real-time visible SLA private 
line traffic, visible SLA latency, and historical 
data playback are all supported.

2) City-level upgrade

NG-OTN construction can be boosted 
and legacy resources retrofitted for SDH 
compatibility. For existing SDH/MSTP 
networks, carriers’ existing investments 
should be protected and network 
quality improved through construction, 
combination, and retrofitting, thus keeping 
the architecture stable and ensuring long-
term business growth.

Construction: Deploy new OTNs closer 
to the user end to deliver accurate, 
prioritized coverage to valuable areas and 
customers, and switch target customers 
from top businesses to numerous industries, 
ultimately achieving E2E, network-wide, 

The P2MP solution 
provides quick 
coverage of OTN 
private lines that 
use the ODN 
in the passive 
access segment, 
delivering hard 
pipes on the ODN 
and high-quality 
private lines with 
deterministic 
latency. 
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high-quality optical connectivity.

Combination: Leverage the existing SDH 
network to provide quick access for business 
branches, and support multiple access 
methods at the access layer. 

Connect the existing MSTP access ring 
of live networks to the OTN aggregation 
ring to fully utilize MSTP resources, while 
achieving fast deployment and high returns 
on low investment. At the aggregation 
layer, establish handshake interconnection 
between SDH/MSTP and OTNs, and use 
OTN hard pipes to provide high-quality 
network bearing.

Retrofitting: Promote smooth 
interconnection between OTNs and SDH, 
and gradually migrate services from SDH/
MSTP resources to OTNs to increase 
capacity by N times, increase connections 
by 10 times, and reduce latency by 70%. 
Energy can be saved and emissions reduced.

3) Provincial backbone upgrade

•Deploy OXC and NG-OTN dispatching 
equipment as a cross-city service 
dispatching platform and the egress of 
inter-provincial services. 

•Optimize the network structure to both 
enhance reliability and reduce latency. 

•Deploy optical-cloud pipes for low-latency 
cloud access, pre-connect pipes from 
different cities to the cloud pools, configure 
ODU2/ODU4 bandwidth granularity, and 
select the routes with the lowest latency. 

These measures will facilitate millisecond-
level, low-latency cloud access, and reserved 
bandwidth for transmission from a city to 
the cloud pool. 

Only local private lines need to be 
provisioned for cloud access. Provincial 
backbone, national backbone, and other 
city-level resources no longer need to 
be coordinated. Real-time resource 
monitoring and warning capabilities are 
provided for quick capacity expansion 
when needed.

Premium 
campus

Premium  
bandwidth

Premium 
business

Campus
Sub-CO

BSS/OSS

NB standard 
interface

Analyzer

ControllerManagement

2H

CO

2B

e-Gov

User-end upgrade

Management upgrade

provincial backbone upgrad Cloud pool coverage

Long-distance trunk network

Self-operated 
cloud

Third-party 
cloud

Private cloud

Industry cloudOptical cloud pipe low-latency circle

City-level upgrade                          

Local OTN

Quasi-private line

Quasi-private line

Site-to-cloud 
private line

Site-to-site 
private line

Figure 2: Five ways to upgrade networks
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4) Optical-cloud convergence pre-
coverage

The OTN can directly connect to the cloud 
pool private line switch through multiple 
10GE/100GE ports. The ports must be 
pre-connected and pre-configured based 
on their physical attributes (such as 
optical modules and fiber attributes) and 
forwarding capabilities (such as port rates 
and LAG capabilities) to facilitate one-hop 
access to the cloud.

5) Management capability upgrade 

Huawei's NCE-T management and analysis 
platform provides carriers with an optical 
transmission slicing network (OTSN) that 
delivers multiple functions and supports 
hard security isolation. Carriers can provide 
customized private network services and 
evolve from private line sales to private 
network sales, enhancing customer loyalty, 
improving service quality, and increasing 
revenue. Carriers also have awareness of the 
dynamics of transport network resources, 
helping them establish network-side private 
line services, bandwidth calendars, visualized 
presentations of SLAs, and indicator 
evaluations. 

The platform precisely evaluates the 
availability of private lines, providing 
guaranteed services. It uses AI to determine 
optical network health and enables services 
like quick fault location. 

Carriers also benefit from standardized 
open northbound interfaces, so they can 
implement simultaneous provisioning and 
the suspension of integrated cloud-network 

services based on cloud pool resources.

Recommendation 2: 
Operations upgrade

Operations upgrade can improve the 
convenience of carriers' cloud access 
services and is a key factor in monetizing 
network capabilities. Service and production 
processes can be streamlined through three 
steps:

Step 1: Embed management, control, 
and analysis capabilities in OTNs. NCE-T 
can enable network-wide equipment 
management, automation, and SLA display. 
Cloud pools require SDN capabilities to 
automate the configuration of cloud 
pool resources. Interconnection between 
northbound interfaces and upper-layer 
systems must be supported to open up 
network capabilities, and capabilities for the 
simultaneous provisioning and suspension 
of integrated cloud-optical services.

Step 2: Streamline processes for integrating 
the OSS and BSS domains. In the OSS 
domain, the service orchestration system 
is interconnected with the resource 
management and alarm systems, 
centralizing network capabilities. When 
OSS capabilities are available, they should 
be delivered to the device portal through 
the BSS system for use by end users and 
carrier personnel. The billing system must 
be interconnected to enable the billing of 
differentiated product operations of quality 
cloud-optical services, thus delivering 
integrated cloud-network services.

Step 3: Improve service capabilities to 

Huawei's NCE-T 
management and 
analysis platform 
provides carriers 
with an optical 
transmission slicing 
network (OTSN) 
that delivers 
multiple functions 
and supports hard 
security isolation.
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provide an experience that resembles online 
shopping. Improved portal capabilities 
broaden product capabilities to include 
services like such as tenant self-service 
O&M, self-service private line acceleration, 
and visible SLAs.

Recommendation 3: Product 
upgrade

OTN cloud-network synergy can help 
carriers shift from monetizing bandwidth to 
monetizing diverse service capabilities by 
expanding beyond providing just bandwidth. 
They can provide high-quality cloud-network 
service experiences for numerous industries 
based on the approach of dedicated network 
for dedicated cloud, which can in turn 
underpin national digital transformation.

The goal of OTN cloud-network products is 
to deliver integrated cloud-optical private 
network products. This can be achieved in 

three phases: 

Phase 1: Provide cloud-based OTN 
products based on the OTN bearer network. 
This phase is not constrained by the 
progress of cloud product standardization. 
Services can be quickly launched through 
a simple online app to attract high-end 
customers.

Phase 2: Provide integrated cloud-
optical product packages. In this phase, 
cloud products must provide standardized 
capabilities, including online apps for 
integrated cloud-network products, one-
stop online subscriptions to cloud-network 
services, integrated cloud-network product 
services, and simultaneous cloud-network 
provisioning and suspension.

Phase 3: Provide integrated cloud-optical 
private-network products. Adding the OTSN 
private network capability to these products 

key customer 
portal(new)

Billing 
system

Order 
system

Resource 
mgmt. system

Alarm system

Client-side CE

Cloud pool

Cloud pool

VPC

CO O-A City-level core/provincial
backbone network PoP

OTN cloud
access node (O-E)

Cloud GW

Gov't/fi-
nance

Local Long-haul

Healthcare/ 
education/ 
enterprises Millisecond-level cloud-optical latency circle

Cloud-network service operation platform/Cloud-network service orchestration module

NCE-T/Super Cloud mgmt. platform

BSS

OSS

CPE

Carrier portal
(new)

Figure 3: Operation upgrade in three steps
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can address enterprise demands for multi-
cloud access from multiple sites and help 
transform carriers' sales models from retail 
to wholesale. 

Carriers can provide combinations of 
different levels of access services across 
the network based on customer needs for 
diverse services, and thus deliver the most 
cost-effective combinations throughout the 
network. The multi-service access system 
for enterprises enables customers to access 
the Internet through a single optical fiber 
and access multiple clouds through branch 
interconnection using simple processes and 
operations. 

APIs can be used to flexibly schedule 
network resources and adjust scheduling 
policies.

Recommendation 4: Improve 
marketing 

Cloud Optical

Basic cloud resources 
(mandatory)

Value-added cloud services 
(optional)

Basic network resources 
(mandatory)

Value-added network 
services (optional)

vCPU (pieces)
Single-cloud/multi-cloud/
high-speed inter-cloud 
access

P2P, P2MP Flexible multi-cloud 
access

Memory (TB) Cloud security Hard isolation L1 encryption

Block storage (TB) Elastic cloud resources Basic bandwidth Adjustable bandwidth

Object-based storage 
(TB) Cloud disaster recovery 99.9%

99.95%
99.99%
99.999%

File storage (TB) N/A Basic latency circle Customizable latency

Bare metal server 
(units) Cloud resource visibility Basic NMS (visible 

indicators)
Specialized NMS 
(customizable)

Table 1: Recommended integrated cloud-optical product packages

Upgrading marketing is a key means 
of improving carriers' integrated OTN 
cloud-network products. Carriers can 
market product brands and ideas in 
several ways based on upgrades to 
networks, products, and operations. They 
can (1) establish benchmark projects of 
OTN cloud networks; (2) hold product 
launches; (3) host industry-specific 
promotion events; (4) expand product 
reach to more industries through 
keynote speeches at industry events; 
and (5) organize internal competitions 
and training for managers to improve 
marketing capabilities for promoting 
OTN cloud-network services.

Success is where preparation and 
opportunity meet. These four 
recommendations will prepare carriers to 
provide high-quality OTN cloud access 
services and boost competitiveness in the 
B2B market. 
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Bank of China: Pioneering Deployment 
of New-gen Storage
Bank of China (BOC) has pioneered the use of latest generation of 
intelligent lossless storage networks for the financial industry, a major 
breakthrough that can guide others in the financial and banking sector 
in upgrading IT architecture.

Reposted from e-Finance
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From mobile payments and digital 
currency to online banking, 
digital technologies have 
reshaped everyday financial 

transactions. Fintech is a key driver of the 
digital transformation that's reshaping 
business models in the banking sector. New 
technologies like cloud computing, AI, big 
data, 5G, and blockchain present new vistas 
for banks going forward.

Back in 2018, BOC released the Technology-
led Digital Development Strategy, placing 
digital technology at the top of its new 
strategic agenda. The purpose of the 
strategy was to build a digital bank that 
supports excellent user experience, a diverse 
ecosystem, online and offline collaboration, 
flexible product innovation, efficient 
operation management, and intelligent risk 
control.

The IT infrastructure underpinning fintech 
has become increasingly important. The 
demand for digital, personal services at the 
front end has grown considerably, as has 
the need for stronger computing power 
and higher stability and flexibility at the 
back end. Satisfying this demand entails  
restructuring financial IT infrastructure, 
including the deployment of an all-cloud, 
distributed architecture and mainframe 
offload.

What drove BOC to support 
its business systems with the 
latest storage solutions?

To overhaul financial IT infrastructure, 
investment in new technologies like financial 
cloud, big data, and IT isn’t enough. Core 

business systems such as accounting 
systems and online transaction systems also 
need to be upgraded.

The need for stable, fast-response data 
storage, real-time disaster recovery, and 
intra-city data backup necessitates building 
highly available financial IT systems. 
Following a comprehensive review of its IT 
infrastructure architecture, BOC recognized 
that it needed to transform its legacy data 
storage system, which was built on Fiber 
Channel (FC). 

This decision to upgrade was driven by three 
key factors:

Service growth: In the first nine months 
of 2020, BOC saw considerable growth in 
loans to micro and small enterprises and 
personal financial services, while growth in 
the number of large corporate customers 
remained steady. Across the 62 countries 
and regions in which BOC operates, online 
transactions like mobile banking were 
growing rapidly, mainly due to the bank's 
efforts to empower its business using 
technology. It also showed a shift in BOC's 
business model.

As services grew, the demand for 
computing and storage servers also 
grew exponentially, and the daily data 
generated by transaction systems was 
rising by terabytes. The average daily intra-
city data backup of BOC's service systems 
increased from 500 terabytes in 2018 to 
several petabytes in 2020, representing 
year-on-year growth of over 30% for three 
straight years. BOC's multi-site multi-
center distributed architecture and high-
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speed data exchange within and between 
data centers posed great challenges to its 
existing fiber channel storage area network 
(FC SAN), which could only deliver a rate 
of 8 or 16 Gbit/s.

Technological advances: This included 
advances in storage media and storage 
protocols.

For many applications, the superior 
performance of solid state drives (SSDs) has 
seen them replace hard disk drives (HDDs). 
Enterprises making the switch from HDDs 
to SSDs typically see a 100-fold increase 
in read/write IOPS, a decrease in latency 
from 2 ms to 0.2 ms, a five-fold reduction 
in annual failure rate, and energy savings of 
87%.

The emergence of this storage medium 

has driven the shift from the serial SCSI 
protocol to the high-speed, parallel NVMe 
protocol. To ensure high throughput and 
low latency of the all-flash NVMe protocol, 
the latest-generation storage network must 
ensure zero packet loss, low latency, and 
high throughput to support remote direct 
memory access (RDMA).

Simpler storage network management: 
In the long run, all financial institutions 
will end up migrating their IT infrastructure 
to cloud. Currently, services like Internet 
finance, mobile finance, and big data 
analytics have been cloudified, but core 
services such as online transactions have 
not. This is because FC-SAN storage 
networks run on independent systems and 
protocols, making it costly and challenging 
to migrate these services to cloud. In any 
given city, the hundreds of 8G/16G FC links 
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between a bank's different data centers 
occupy expensive WDM transmission 
channels, making FC a more costly option.

Another problem was that BOC sourced FC-
SAN products from only two US companies, 
which meant that construction and 
maintenance costs were high and the bank 
found it difficult to have autonomy over its 
key business systems with FC-SAN.

Three major improvements 
to business systems

Built based on standard Ethernet IP 
networks and open RoCE protocols, BOC's 
RoCE-SAN is the banking industry's first 
latest-generation intelligent lossless storage 
network. 

As shown in Figure 1, RoCE-SAN uses 

Huawei CloudEngine data center 
switch and OceanStor Dorado all-flash 
architecture. Tailored to BOC's usage needs, 
the solution represents several major 
technological breakthroughs, including 
intelligent cache management, per-flow 
precise speed control, and second-level, 
highly available failover, satisfying financial 
companies’ needs for highly available 
storage networks.

On November 20, 2020, BOC's application 
project management platform and 
emergency O&M management platform 
went live.

Built based on the RoCE-SAN architecture, 
the upgraded storage network provides 
three major improvements to the bank's 
business systems (including online 
transaction systems):

 

Business system

Intra-city system

Disaster recovery system

Database

All-flash 
storage

Synchronous replication for 
online transactions
(DCs 50+ km apart)

Asynchronous replication 
for disaster recovery

(DCs 1,000+ km apart)

Fault 
notification

Security 
isolation

Per-flow 
control

Intelligent 
caching

Online 
compression

Rapid 
sensing of 
congestion

DB

25G

25G

100G

DB DB

RoCE-SAN
100/400G

RoCE-SAN RoCE-SAN
All-flash storage

All-flash storage

Figure 1: Architecture of the latest-generation intelligent lossless storage network
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1.Higher performance and reliability
The new storage network currently supports 
25GE access and 100GE uplink, and can 
be evolved to support 100GE access and 
400GE uplink. The network's larger capacity 
and bandwidth means that the potential 
of all-flash storage, which provides millions 
of IOPS, can be fully unleashed, preparing 
BOC for dealing with petabytes of data 
every day. The new storage network can 
deliver lossless long-haul transmission 
between data centers that are more than 
50 km apart. The intelligent algorithms built 
into the network have also increased the 
bandwidth utilization of private lines that 
connect different data centers and cut costs. 
All else being equal, the new storage system 
can deliver 85% higher throughput than the 
FC-SAN.

With its intelligent traffic identification and 
proactive, differentiated control, the new 
network can increase bandwidth utilization 
and lower latency during congestion. 
Compared with the FC-SAN that BOC used 
previously, the network can reduce the 

latency during congestion caused by traffic 
surges by up to 50% (see figure 3).

When a network fault occurs, the switch on 
the network can quickly detect changes in 
host, storage device, and network status, 
and notify the host of multipath failover. 
The whole process takes less than one 
second, ensuring high system reliability.

2.Full autonomy and an open 
ecosystem

The new storage network was built on 
universal Ethernet switches and runs on 
the IP and RoCE common storage network 
protocols. This makes the core business 
systems more open and standardized, while 
allowing the bank to have full autonomy 
over its core business.

The network can interoperate with the 
operating systems commonly used in the 
banking industry, enabling the bank to 
develop scenario-specific services with third 
parties based on open and standard APIs, 
contributing to a thriving ecosystem.

Figure 2: Performance comparison between RoCE and FC
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3.Flexible service migration to cloud
The latest-generation intelligent lossless 
storage network allows for seamless 
interconnection between the SAN in a data 
center and the LAN in common service 
scenarios and concurrent operations of 
both. This reduces management complexity 
and O&M costs while cloudifying storage 
servers, improving the automation and 
service agility of the entire IT infrastructure.

The new network provides high-performance 
networking with 100G access/400G 
forwarding, which can support the large-
scale deployment of tens of thousands of 
storage servers on the distributed cloud 
platform.

In the future, BOC will continue to drive 
the evolution of its storage network to 
make it more stable, reliable, intelligent, 
and efficient. By building remote long-haul 
transmission and online data compression 
into the network, BOC will be able to 
develop a comprehensive geo-redundant 
disaster recovery system.

New technology helps build 
world-class banks

BOC's RoCE-SAN intelligent lossless 
storage network has already proven its 
value. This kind of network is a completely 
new technical domain and more work is 
needed to further improve BOC's storage 
network.

BOC has pioneered the use of latest-
generation intelligent lossless storage 
networks in the financial industry, a 
major breakthrough for the bank. The 
successful deployment of this storage 
network offers a clear example that 
others in the financial and banking sector 
can follow when they upgrade their own 
IT architecture.

Building on this network, BOC will 
consolidate the data foundation that 
supports its financial service systems and 
build itself into a world-class bank while 
continuing to pursue digital and intelligent 
transformation. 

Figure 3: Changes in latency of a 256 KB data block
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New-concept Video Opens a 
New 5G Revenue Stream for 
Carriers
New-concept video – which enhances user experience with features like 
multi-view video, free-viewpoint video, and VR – is expected to drive the 
development of 5G networks and services.

By Wang Zhiyuan, Expert, 
Big Video Business Dept, 
China Region, Huawei

By Zhang Xiaodong, Marketing 
Director, Big Video Business 
Dept, China Region, Huawei

With more than 365 million 
connected 5G devices in 
China and 960,000 5G base 
stations, China is the world's 

largest 5G market. While 5G users generate 
twice as much data as 4G users, they use 
similar services to 4G users. 

That means to increase the 5G user base, the 
industry must create new 5G services that 
demonstrate different, improved experiences. 

So, do differentiated new service scenarios 
already exist?

Dynamic visuals for new free 
and immersive experiences

Huawei believes that new-concept video, 
which brings a differentiated experience to 
users through dynamic visuals, such as free-
viewpoint video, multi-view video, and VR, is 
set to experience explosive development in 
the 5G era.

Research shows that human vision can 
perceive information in four dimensions: 
space, color, shape, and moving objects. 
Improving quality in each of these four 
dimensions can significantly improve our 
visual experiences. For example, upgrading 
resolution from HD to 4K allows viewers 
to see the shape of an object more clearly, 
increasing the color gamut from BT.709 to 
BT.2020 yields far richer colors, and upgrading 
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frames per second from 25 to 50 allows users 
to enjoy higher-quality dynamic visuals.

Similarly, if video perception quality is 
improved in terms of dynamic visuals, users 
will gain a better sense of space and a more 
immersive experience. To distinguish new-
concept video from other types of video, 
China's National Radio and Television 
Administration has included multi-view video 
and free-viewpoint video within the scope of 
new-concept video.

On May 11, 2019, the Sound of Music 
Gala adopted a large-scale, multi-view 
live broadcasting model for the first time 
ever (see Fig 1). Huawei worked with a 
carrier, 4K Garden, and South New Media 
to simultaneously deliver users videos from 
multiple viewing angles, giving a better view 
of performers as users could freely switch 
angles.

In terms of application, multi-view video 
overhauls the traditional model where 
viewing angles are changed by a director, 
instead delivering a more personalized 
experience.

As more than four channels of video need 
to be transmitted at once, the network 
bandwidth required by multi-view video is 
more than four times higher than regular 
video, while the typical bit rate exceeds 30 
Mbit/s. The average download speed of 4G 
networks in China is about 23 Mbit/s. So, 
if users watch multi-view video on a 4G 
network, freezing is very likely. However, if 
they watch the video on 5G networks with a 
downlink bandwidth of more than 1 Gbit/s, 
the viewing experience is extremely smooth.

In mobile scenarios, multi-view video depends 
heavily on the transmission capabilities of 5G 
networks.

Free-viewpoint video is another form of 
new-concept video service, which is more 
advanced than multi-view video. On 
November 29, 2019, China Unicom, Huawei, 
and zhibo.tv ran a live broadcast of the 2019 
ITTF Men's World Cup for table tennis, using 
a free-viewpoint model for the first time. 
Multiple cameras onsite collected data in real 
time, allowing users to watch the matches 
by seamlessly switching between multiple 
viewing angles, including front, side, and 45 
degrees. Without missing a single moment of 
the match, viewers could freely change their 
view.

The typical bit rate of free-viewpoint video 
exceeds 30 Mbit/s. Much like multi-view 
video, free-viewpoint video requires the high 
bandwidth of 5G networks to provide the 
desired service experience.

Scenarios such as free-viewpoint video and 
multi-view video generally need to carry 
information from more dimensions than 
regular video. For example, multi-view video 
requires data to be transmitted from more 
than four viewing angles, while free-viewpoint 
video requires the transmission of redundant 
data that is used to rotate viewing angles.

This is typical of new-concept video. It 
delivers differentiated experiences, but the 
transmission of more information means 
higher network requirements, which 4G 
networks struggle to meet. 

So what progress has been made?

Multi-view video 
requires data to 
be transmitted 
from more than 
four viewing 
angles, while 
free-viewpoint 
video requires the 
transmission of 
redundant data 
that is used to 
rotate viewing 
angles.
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Industry recognition and 
popularity

Since the first large-scale adoption of multi-
view video during the live broadcast of the 
Sound of Music Gala, joint efforts have been 
made to promote the service, which has 
gradually become widely accepted by the 
industry.

On August 4 and August 17, 2019, Tencent 
Interactive Entertainment partnered with 
Huawei and a carrier to adopt a multi-view 
model during the live broadcast of the King 
of City competitions during the 7th Honor of 
Kings World Champion Cup. E-sports provide 
rich content, both individual and team, and 
particularly suit multi-view video for an 
excellent user experience.

On October 1, 2019, during the live broadcast 
of the gala celebrating the 70th anniversary 
of the founding of the People's Republic of 
China, a number of companies including 
China Central Television (CCTV), Migu Video, 
and Kuaishou, worked together to introduce 
multi-view video technology. They provided 

various angles, including from the air, ground, 
far away, and close up, delivering a full and 
personalized viewing experience.

On December 22, 2019, China's National Center 
for the Performance Arts teamed up with 
Huawei to apply multi-view video technology at 
a ceremony celebrating the 12th anniversary of 
its founding. Viewers could watch the live stream 
from multiple angles, and focus on the singer, 
conductor, choir, or pianist. 

Huawei has also adopted multi-view video 
technology to serve the live broadcasts of 
many other customers such as the CBA 
preseason games broadcast by Qingdao TV 
Station and China Unicom; the "Yellow River 
into the Sea" symphony concert broadcast 
by Shandong Radio and Television; iQiyi's 
Shout out for Love Gala; and the New Year's 
Concert of Guangzhou Opera House.

Telecom carriers and Huawei are not the 
only ones looking to drive the wide adoption 
of multi-view video technology. TV stations, 
cable networks, opera houses, and Internet 
OTT players are also all enthusiastic about 
this technology. It can be used for concerts, 

Fig 1: Multi-view video from the Sound of Music Gala
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sports and e-sports competitions, and other 
major events. We believe that multi-view 
video technology will be applied in many 
more domains in the future, bringing more 
personalized viewing experiences to audiences 
and overhauling the traditional viewing model.

With the increasing popularity of multi-view 
video in industries, one major technical pain 
point is the difference between encoders 
and network transmission. This often makes 
it impossible to synchronize the different 
viewing angles, especially in scenarios like 
concerts and sports.

To solve this issue, Huawei has introduced 
frame synchronization technology in its video 
3.0+ solution. Multiple channels of video can 
be synchronized and displayed on a user's 
device at a frame-level error of below 40 ms, 
delivering a smooth viewing experience when 
users switch viewing angles.

With the large-scale rollout of 5G, carriers 
are playing a key role in promoting the 
commercial use of free-viewpoint video.

China Unicom and Huawei have worked 

together to deliver a free-viewpoint live 
broadcast of two table tennis world 
championships. China Telecom and Huawei 
partnered to live broadcast the boxing event 
Fight to the End (see Fig 2). Migu Video 
introduced free-viewpoint video during its 
live broadcast of the CBA All-Star Weekend. 
Carriers such as China Mobile Zhejiang, China 
Unicom Henan, and China Telecom Shaanxi 
have also collaborated with Huawei to 
explore free-viewpoint video applications.

Dong Dawu, vice president of China Unicom 
Video Technology Company, highlighted 
carriers' enthusiasm to promote free-
viewpoint video during a speech. "With the 
commercial rollout and provisioning of large-
bandwidth, low-latency 5G services, users 
expect 5G to meet their demand for new 
experiences that 3G and 4G networks cannot 
deliver such as ultra-HD video, free-viewpoint 
video, and multi-view video," he said. "Carriers 
must closely keep up with user demand and 
create better user experiences."

Alongside carriers, TV stations and other 
media outlets are also interested in applying 
free-viewpoint video. Hunan TV's Dance 

Fig 2: Free-viewpoint live broadcast of Fight to the End 
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Smash 2 is a fantastic example. On October 
10, 2020, Dance Smash 2 premiered with the 
special show "Storm Moment". A 360-degree 
video precisely showed the posture and 
movements of any contestant from any 
angle, helping judges to score.

To deliver the best possible viewing 
experience, Huawei and Hunan TV developed 
a "space-time condensation system" based 
on the free-viewpoint model. Powered by AI 
algorithms, the system supports intelligent 
fast-focus, the "butterfly" lift shooting array, 
zoom in and out, and multi-focus, which 
delivered amazing 3D visual effects for the 
first time in the industry.

In addition to Hunan TV, other Chinese TV 
stations have introduced free-viewpoint video 
in their programs, including Guangdong 
TV’s Stunning Acrobatics, Chongqing TV's 
and Shandong TVs spring festival galas, 
and CCTV's Year of the Ox and Lantern 
Festival galas. As well as entertainment 
shows, Huawei collaborated with CCTV to 
combine skeleton tracking, virtual viewing 
angles, and AI algorithms with free-viewpoint 
technology at China's 14th National Games 
held this year. This delivered new and smart 

experiences to the audience watching the 
games (see Fig 3). We believe that free-
viewpoint video will be applied at even more 
major sporting events, including the 2022 
Winter Olympics and the 2022 Asian Games.

TV stations are incredibly enthusiastic about 
introducing free-viewpoint video production 
systems, and we believe that these production 
systems will become essential tools for TV 
stations and other media outlets in the future.

To adapt to the latest industry trends, Huawei 
has promoted the wide adoption of new-
concept video and applied its expertise to 
the standardized product Huawei Envision 
MediaCube. Highly integrated and simple 
to use, the system supports features such as 
fast focus, space-time condensation, dynamic 
flow, intelligent multi-focus, virtual viewing 
angles, 8K field of view (FOV), and frame 
synchronization. The system also supports the 
one-stop processing of free-viewpoint video, 
multi-view video, and 8K VR video, making 
front-end content production of new-concept 
video more efficient and convenient.

Industry collaboration over the past two years 
has driven new-concept video services into 

Fig 3: Sprinting speeds during China's 14th National Games 100m final
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the large-scale application phase. Boosted by 
5G, these services are expected to ramp up 
industry productivity and cover more users.

Collaboration models

Partners involved in the free-viewpoint video 
production system aim to achieve different 
goals: TV stations want to improve the quality 
of their programs, while carriers hope to deliver 
differentiated experiences via the 5G network.

These goals aren’t in conflict. For example, for 
Dance Smash 2, the space-time condensation 
system was used to produce TV clips for live 
satellite broadcasts, as well as video clips 
that allow users to freely change viewing 
angle. Video clips from the show have been 
uploaded to the MangoTV app, which are 
marked and can provide users with an even 
more extensive viewing experience (see Fig 
4). In the near future, carriers will provide 
featured content like these video clips 
for users on both large and small screen 
channels to meet diverse viewing needs.

This will allow free-viewpoint videos produced 
by TV stations and other media outlets to serve 
multiple purposes. They will not only be used 
as part of TV shows, but also meet carriers' 
requirements to deliver a differentiated service 
experience through 5G networks.

Performing arts, sports, and other types 
of entertainment companies have taken 
a similar approach. For example, to make 
breakthroughs in the post-pandemic era, 
China National Opera & Dance Drama Theater 
went online, partnering with Huawei to shoot 
and produce new-concept video for offline 
performances and broadcast them featuring 

free-viewpoint video, multi-view video, and 
8K VR video. The videos are available through 
other channels such as HUAWEI Video and 
carriers' 5G smartphone, IPTV, and VR services. 

To motivate industry players to produce 
more new-concept videos, carriers are taking 
measures to shape the market.

For example, China Mobile Zhejiang has started 
offering new-concept video as featured content 
for SVIP 5G users, including in 5G packages, 
and offering rewards for partners that provide 
featured content through 5G networks.

Such initiatives have motivated content 
providers to deliver more exciting and 
differentiated 5G content, which in turn 
drives carriers to develop robust 5G services 
and provide better returns for content 
providers, creating a model of shared success 
through collaboration.

In July 2021, 10 departments within the 
Chinese government, including the Ministry 
of Industry and Information Technology, 
Cyberspace Administration of China, National 
Development and Reform Commission, 
Ministry of Education, Ministry of Finance, 
and Ministry of Culture and Tourism, jointly 
released the Set Sail Action Plan for 5G 
Applications (2021–2023). The plan pledges 
support for deploying new-concept video 
in typical scenarios such as cloud-based 
broadcasting and viewing online games 
where 5G is available.

With the support of policies and efforts of all 
industry players, we believe that new-concept 
video will experience explosive growth in the 
5G era. 

In the near future, 
carriers will 
provide featured 
content like these 
video clips for 
users on both 
large and small 
screen channels 
to meet diverse 
viewing needs.
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Powerful Technologies Unlock the 
Industrial Internet Ecosystem

By Huang Haifeng, Senior Technology Reporter

The deep integration of next-generation information technologies in 
manufacturing has led to the formation of the Industrial Internet, a key 
engine for driving digital transformation in industries. 

Developers
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The global Industrial Internet 
is currently at a critical stage 
of development and large-
scale expansion. Developing the 

Industrial Internet represents a new route 
for countries to gain a dominant position 
in industries and reshape their industrial 
systems. IP technologies, such as 5G, 
F5G, and intelligent cloud-network, are 
important steps in the evolution of next-
gen information technologies, while the 
Industrial Internet can offer key support 
for the fourth industrial revolution. The 
combination of the two has risen towards 
the top of the agenda for many countries 
and industries in 2021, and this will continue 
for next few years.

China has already made remarkable 
achievements in platform cultivation and 
platform application for the Industrial 
Internet, developing over 100 platforms 
and connecting 73 million sets of industrial 
equipment. Various technologies have 
proved to be extremely powerful: Enterprises 
are able to connect people, machines, 
environments, and platforms with digital 
technologies for the in-depth integration of 
production systems, management systems, 
and network systems.

ICT empowerment: 
The Industrial Internet 
has entered a critical 
development phase
The development architecture of the 
Industrial Internet ecosystem is as follows: 
networks are the basis, platforms are the 
core, data is a key element, and security 
provides assurance. ICT is the foundation 

of this architecture. Strengthening network 
infrastructure is the first and most important 
task within the Industrial Internet Innovation 
and Development Action Plan (2021-2023) 
released by China’s Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology (MIIT) in January 
2021.

For networks, next-generation ICT provides 
high bandwidth, low latency, high reliability, 
and security, making unmanned AGVs, AI 
detection, and remote control a reality. 
Compared with 4G, Wi-Fi, and traditional 
OT networks, what are the advantages of 
5G, F5G, and intelligent cloud-network?

5G + Industrial Internet: Most factory 
facilities are connected through industrial 
wired networks and Wi-Fi networks. The 
inflexibility of such wired networks, coupled 
with the potential for high Wi-Fi latency, 
create multiple challenges in reliability and 
synchronization. Instead of attempting to 
overcome challenges posed by traditional 
industrial technologies, factories should 
look to adopt high-speed and low-latency 
5G connections that can drive the digital 
transformation of production lines.

F5G + Industrial Internet: Gigabit optical 
networks based on 10G PON and Wi-Fi 6 
are seeing rapid development in relation 
to home scenarios and are also providing 
strong support for various new applications 
in Industrial Internet scenarios.

In traditional factory networks, a lot of 
electromagnetic interference exists and 
most equipment is customized by various 
international manufacturers. Different 
communications protocols have resulted 

IP technologies, 
such as 5G, F5G, 
and intelligent 
cloud-network, 
are important 
steps in the 
evolution of next-
gen information 
technologies, while 
the Industrial 
Internet can offer 
key support for the 
fourth industrial 
revolution. 
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in information silos. Industrial PON is 
a standardized product adapted from 
traditional PON, which is highly compatible 
with industrial applications. 

It's highly localized and highly reliable, 
and can lay a solid network foundation for 
enterprise digitalization.

Intelligent cloud-network: MPLS networks 
used in traditional industrial scenarios have 
complex configurations and cannot provide 
deterministic latency for key services. 
Therefore, the industry recommends IPv6+ 
(SRv6) for constructing industrial extranets. 
As an intelligent IP network technology for 
the cloud era, IPv6+ meets requirements for 
flexible networking, fast service provisioning, 
intelligent route selection, simplified network 
O&M, and differentiated assurance.

In 2021, Huawei, together with 
China Academy of Information and 
Communications Technology (CAICT) and 
other organizations, released the White 
Paper on Prospects of a Solid Foundation 
for the Network System. According to the 
white paper, "connected devices and IP 
networks" will enable the flexible, end-to-
end networking of IT and OT, creating a 
network base for a fully connected Industrial 
Internet. This will vastly increase available 
data and computing power, which is crucial 
for the Industrial Internet to develop rapidly.

Benchmarks show the 
Industrial Internet’s true 
value

All parties in the industry are collaborating 
to meet industrial IoT requirements in 

different scenarios, and have developed 
a number of successful ICT + Industrial 
Internet cases in smart manufacturing, 
smart campus, and smart ports. This work is 
helping enterprises achieve comprehensive 
digital transformation and development. 

SANY Heavy Industry's fully 
connected 5G factory

In June 2021, SANY Heavy Industry 
launched its first fully connected 5G factory 
in Beijing. The factory has implemented 5G 
applications across more than 30 scenarios 
in eight categories, including manufacturing, 
visual management, and smart logistics. New 
applications throughout the manufacturing 
process have helped eliminate wires, phase 
out equipment rooms, reduce the need for 
manual labor, and implement data-driven 
intelligent applications.

At the company's Nankou Industrial Park in 
Beijing, the coordination of multiple AGVs 
has been realized by replacing traditional 
laser navigation with visual navigation, 
reducing costs by more than 80%. With 
5G technology, only one person is required 
to complete cutting with laser technology. 
Without 5G technology in place, this 
would require dozens of people. Therefore, 
efficiency has been improved more than 
tenfold.

JOMOO's 5G smart campus

In May 2021, I visited JOMOO Group's 
5G smart industry park, a high-end 
kitchen and bathroom brand. Since 2019, 
JOMOO has been working with carriers 
to implement 22 innovative applications 
in nine scenarios, including production 
equipment management, production 

As an intelligent 
IP network 
technology for 
the cloud era, 
IPv6+ meets 
requirements 
for flexible 
networking, 
fast service 
provisioning, 
intelligent 
route selection, 
simplified 
network O&M, 
and differentiated 
assurance.
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line energy consumption management, 
smart warehousing, and automatic quality 
inspection, all using 5G+MEC (edge 
computing) technologies.

These innovative applications have allowed 
JOMOO to reduce labor costs by 20% and 
improve management efficiency by 20%. 
The product quality from its production lines 
is continuously improving, while the rate 
of defective products has been reduced by 
5%. The company has also reduced energy 
consumption by 7% and operating costs 
by 8%. In addition, JOMOO's product R&D 
cycle has been shortened by 15 days per 
year.

Yongmei Group's F5G-based mine

In June 2021, Yongcheng Coal & Electricity 
Holding and Huawei launched China's first 
commercial F5G-based mine. Supporting 
fifth-generation N00 coal mining technology, 
F5G acts as a bridge between data systems 
in coal mines and provides a fully sensing, 
fully connected, and fully intelligent 
experience, laying a solid foundation for the 
creation of safe and intelligent mines.

The F5G-based mine uses a large number 
of passive optical transmission nodes 
to replace traditional active equipment, 
reducing the number of anti-explosion 
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nodes by 40%. This ensures electrical safety, 
while reducing the investment required for 
anti-explosion equipment. The intelligent 
diagnosis function can accurately locate 
faults to within meters, reducing the 
amount of time a worker needs to spend in 
the mine dealing with faults by about 90%.

Masteel Group's IP transport 
network

As a major joint venture in steel 
manufacturing in China, Masteel Group 
needs to link information silos and establish 
a centralized operation control center for 
the entire business system. To do so, it 
has adopted the intelligent cloud-network 
solution to build an IP network that can 
cover the entire company. This comes with 
numerous advantages such as intelligent 
routing, latency assurance, and one network 
for multiple uses.

The transport network allows Masteel 
Group's various centralized systems 
to remotely manage product lines, 
while flexibly supporting multiple types 
of business across product lines and 
subsidiaries. This facilitates centralized 
operation rooms, completely automated 
operations, entirely remote O&M, and 
exclusively online services, meeting the 
group's development requirements for the 
next five to ten years.

Smart Port: Ningbo-Zhoushan

In April 2019, Ningbo-Zhoushan Port, the 
busiest in the world by cargo throughput, 
initiated the 5G smart port project. The port 
has already addressed many technical issues 
related to 5G base stations, core networks, 
data communications, devices, cameras, PLCs, 

and industrial PCs. Now, the port's upper 
limit for 5G latency is less than 50 ms, while 
the average latency sits at around 10 ms.

Supported by a 5G network, the Ningbo-
Zhoushan Port realizes the remote control 
of gantry cranes, increasing loading and 
unloading efficiency by 20%, which is 
expected to equal a 50% cut in manual 
labor costs. Most importantly, drivers do 
not need to sit in small cabs 30 meters 
above ground and work continuously. 
Instead, they have seats in remote offices, 
from where they control the cranes. The 
work environment has been transformed 
from a cramped "box" to a comfortable air-
conditioned room.

The industry ecosystem is nearing 
completion, and applications are expected 
to see large-scale development.

Although China's Industrial Internet has 
made significant breakthroughs and 
progress, the digital industry upgrade 
is still in its infancy. Greater efforts and 
collaboration between all stakeholders are 
required before the integration of digital 
technologies and the Industrial Internet can 
be truly realized.

As ICT and industrial application know-how 
develop, I believe that the future Industrial 
Internet will evolve in the five following 
ways.

First, ICT technical standards and 
solutions will be constantly upgraded. 
The communications technologies currently 
used in industrial manufacturing are 
varied, enclosed, and limited by their own 

Greater efforts 
and collaboration 
between all 
stakeholders are 
required before 
the integration 
of digital 
technologies and 
the Industrial 
Internet can be 
truly realized.
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distinct deficiencies. This makes it difficult 
to connect different pieces of industrial 
equipment to one network, let alone a 
global network.

Some sectors have acted to address 
this issue. For example, smart port 
communications standards and smart coal 
mine 5G standards are currently under 
development and will soon be released.

The ICT industry is upgrading technical 
solutions based on industrial needs. For 
example, to meet the requirements of 
the coal industry, 5G equipment must 
be adapted and designed in a way that 
makes it anti-explosion. For example, its 
transmit power should be limited to less 
than 6W to meet the safety requirements 
of underground mining. This year, China 
Mobile and China Unicom launched the 
5G-Advanced action plan, which has greatly 
enhanced 5G capabilities in terms of uplink 
and downlink user-perceived rates, high-
precision positioning, connection density, 
and perception.

Second, new technologies such as 5G, 
AI, and cloud will be further integrated. 
Cross-industry cooperation has been a 
challenge to the development of Industrial 
Internet for many years. To address this, the 
industry has delved into core operational 
technology (OT) scenarios in factories to 
accelerate digital transformation in terms 
of edge-cloud collaboration, cloud-network 
collaboration, and all-scenario AI, while also 
exploring innovation through integration 
with technologies like blockchain, AR/
VR, and holography. These efforts aim 
to promote collaboration between 5G/
F5G, cloud, AI, and IoT to support various 
industrial scenarios and applications.

Third, the cost of industrial modules 
is decreasing while industry size is 
increasing. Currently, over 60 5G modules 
exist in the industry. However, there are 
more than 1400 types of 4G modules, which 
are also available at lower prices. As a result, 
existing industrial terminals for 5G cannot 
meet the market requirements of numerous 
industries. As collaboration between chip, 

First, ICT technical standards and solutions will be constantly upgraded 

Second, new technologies, such as 5G, AI, and cloud, will be further integrated

Third, the cost of industrial modules is decreasing while industry size is 
increasing

Fourth, the government is taking the lead; large companies are promoting 
development; and ecosystem players are working together to discover the path 
to success and continually enrich industrial applications

Fifth, the industry promotes the development of Industrial Internet applications 
from 1 to N, and further empowers SMEs
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module, and industrial terminal vendors 
increases, and innovation accelerates, the 
number of types of 5G modules will increase 
and prices will greatly decrease.

Fourth, the government is taking the 
lead; large companies are promoting 
development; and ecosystem players 
are working together to discover the 
path to success and continually enrich 
industrial applications. The convergence 
of ICT and Industrial Internet has raised 
higher requirements on the professionalism 
of production processes. However, existing 
technologies, products, and solutions 
haven’t yet linked up to form a complete 
industry ecosystem in some stages of 
the industrial manufacturing process. In 
view of this, all Industrial Internet players, 
including the government, companies in 
vertical industries, ICT companies, ISVs, 
and industrial integrators, are working to 
provide a larger stage for cross-industry 
collaboration and application innovation. 
MIIT has held the "Blooming Cup" 5G 
Application Contest annually since 2018, 
and the number of submissions it has 
received increased from 300 in 2018 to 
more than 4,000 in 2020. The Hubei 
government has led the establishment of 
the 5G Industry Alliance, and other local 
governments and ministries have also built 
a number of 5G application innovation 
centers. In addition, the Commercial 
Aircraft Corporation of China formed a 
5G industry alliance and created an open 
platform for AI innovation.

Fifth, the industry promotes the 
development of Industrial Internet 
applications from 1 to N, and further 

empowers SMEs. Large industrial 
manufacturing companies have sufficient 
capital and talent reserves, and the 
conditions for promoting the development 
of the Industrial Internet are relatively 
mature. However, tens of millions of SMEs 
in China find themselves in an awkward 
position, where they are willing to adopt the 
Industrial Internet but unable to do so.

Therefore, leading carriers and industrial 
enterprises are helping SMEs migrate 
millions of industrial devices to the cloud 
through the iteration and upgrading of the 
Industrial Internet platform. At the same 
time, they are working together to explore 
a cooperation, sharing, and integration 
mechanism for Industrial Internet data. 
For example, the Fujian ceramic Industrial 
Internet cloud platform, jointly launched 
by Xiamen Nistone Technology and China 
Telecom, has allowed JOMOO to go digital, 
while also improving the quality and 
efficiency of China's ceramic industry and 
helping it go intelligent.

In the future, we hope that provincial 
and municipal governments, industry 
organizations, and industry-leading 
companies will work together to build 
ICT infrastructure and Industrial Internet 
public service platforms. In addition to 
promoting industrial application innovation 
and interdisciplinary talent cultivation, we 
should push for ecosystem development, 
and expand beyond the traditional business 
model of connectivity to promote further 
innovation and integration of technology 
and markets. This will be integral to the 
digitalization and intelligent upgrade of all 
industries. 

Tens of millions 
of SMEs in China 
find themselves 
in an awkward 
position, where 
they are willing 
to adopt the 
Industrial Internet 
but unable to do 
so.
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Cloud-based Software: A 
Crucial Stage for Industrial 
Internet
With the rapid development of next-gen ICT like 5G, AI, cloud 
computing, and big data, industrial software in China is increasingly 
cloud-based. As more enterprises go digital, industrial software, as 
a pillar of industrial Internet applications, is going through a crucial 
development phase.

By Xing Jingfan, ICT Strategy & Marketing, Huawei

With the rapid adoption 
of new technologies like 
5G, AI, cloud computing, 
and IoT, smart industrial 

solutions such as industrial intelligence, 
connectivity management, and cloud-
based industrial application platforms 
are generating huge value as they’re 
widely adopted in key industries, including 
electronics manufacturing, construction 
machinery, electric power, and iron and 
steel.

Against this backdrop, the industrial Internet 
ecosystem architecture has taken shape. 
Based on the integration of OT and ICT 
technologies, this architecture features the 
E2E acquisition, aggregation, and utilization 
of industrial data, and the migration of 
enterprise IT architecture to cloud.

As a key element of the Industrial Internet, 
industrial software is evolving to become 

cloud-native and more rapidly converging 
with ICT. This indicates that the industrial 
applications of the Industrial Internet are 
entering a crucial stage.

Collaboration between 
terminals, networks, cloud, 
and applications

The industrial Internet is the result of deep 
integration between next-generation ICT 
and manufacturing, as shown in Figure 1. Its 
core industrial technologies are terminals, 
networks, cloud, and applications.

Terminals refer to basic industrial 
facilities with data awareness capabilities, 
meaning intelligent industrial terminals. 
Networks refer to connectivity, which 
means 5G industrial networks that 
feature high bandwidth, low latency, and 
massive connectivity; related network 
connections; network security; and other 
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telecommunications technologies. The 
cloud refers to cloud-based data platforms 
that acquire, store, and compute industrial 
big data. Applications refer to industrial 
intelligence solutions based on ICT 
applications and cloud platforms used 
for the development, deployment, and 
application of such solutions.

The core industrial system of the industrial 
Internet includes two new industrial sub-
domains as a result of convergence: 1) 
The edge computing sub-domain, which 
is the result of industrial automation and 
industrial networks extending towards 
edge computing; 2) The Industrial Internet 
platform and software sub-domain, 
which includes the intelligent upgrade of 
traditional industries such as industrial 
software, industrial networks, industrial 
equipment, and industrial security.

IDC divides Industrial Internet into seven 
market segments: smart industrial security, 
equipment IoT, cloud infrastructure, platform 
software ecosystem, industrial software 

development, terminal solution supply, and 
integrated industry consulting. It predicts 
that the industrial Internet will develop in 
four key areas and that smart industrial 
solution providers will compete for a stake 
in these markets. These areas are 5G 
networks, AI, industrial Internet platforms, 
and cloud-based software.

Two trends in software-
dependent manufacturing 

Trend 1: OT-ICT convergence and 
cloud-based software 
 
When we talk about industrial software 
today, we're usually referring to ISA-95-based 
software systems such as EPR, MES, PLC, 
and DCS. With the advent of digitalization, 
enterprises now have higher requirements 
on data acquisition and processing for both 
production and management, as shown in 
Figure 2. Traditional ISA-95 architecture no 
longer meets enterprises' requirements to 
go digital and intelligent, so the industry 
urgently needs to upgrade and optimize the 

Figure 1: Core Industries of the Industrial Internet
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industrial system.

In terms of software, the pyramid 
architecture represented by ISA-95 will 
become obsolete, and software at different 
levels of the pyramid, such as ERP, MES, and 
PLM, will be integrated into the industrial 
Internet platform. However, ICT and OT 
technologies must be deeply integrated to 
fully replace ISA-95 architecture.

The integration of software is reflected 
in industrial software becoming cloud-

based more quickly. The most common 
way for enterprises to migrate to cloud 
is by deploying IoT access on industrial 
equipment at scale, using intelligent edge 
technology to migrate industrial data to 
cloud, and creating industrial digital twins.

IDC's data shows that China's cloud 
infrastructure market is developing rapidly. 
Public cloud accounted for 37.3% of China's 
industrial cloud infrastructure market in 
2018 and 45.9% in 2020. Manufacturing 
companies in China with more than 
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250 employees have shown a strong 
desire to migrate production equipment, 
production control software, and operation 
management software to cloud.

Trend 2: Becoming cloud-native 
and the emergence of the people-
machine-thing platform

With the increasing adoption of cloud 
computing, industrial software will 
look different on the industrial Internet 
platform. The microservice software 
architecture and a convenient PaaS-based 
development ecosystem will enable cloud-
based deployment, joint contributions, 
sharing, and online operations. For specific 
industrial applications, traditional industrial 
software and industrial AI are integrated in 

a way that best encapsulates and shares 
industrial know-how, and provides massively 
customized and scenario-based industrial AI 
software applications.

It’s worth noting that the convergence 
of existing industrial OT systems with 
ICT means that software development, 
deployment, joint contributions, sharing, 
and operations will all become cloud-based, 
forming an industrial Internet platform that 
integrates data management, connectivity 
management, and software application 
management. This platform, also known 
as an industrial app, will be capable of 
interacting with people through intelligent 
terminals, enabling enterprises to integrate 
people, machines, and things.

Figure 2: IDC's industrial Internet integration and evolution framework
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Five types of players 
competing for dominance in 
cloud

As the industrial sector becomes increasingly 
cloud-based, companies in the industrial 
software industry are fiercely competing over 
ICT-OT convergence, cloud infrastructure 
construction, and cloud platform ecosystem 
construction. 

Traditional industrial software companies 
keep increasing development efforts in 
the cloud ecosystem based on the existing 
industrial framework to accelerate the 
upgrade of industrial software. There are 
several types of companies in this market:

Industrial automation companies

These companies have been involved in 
key industrial areas for many years and 
possess a strong first-mover advantage. 
In recent years, international automation 
giants, such as Siemens, ABB, Honeywell, 
Rockwell, and Emerson, have constantly 
expanded their cloud services and enhanced 
their capabilities in software development, 
data analysis, and the cloud ecosystem 
through in-house R&D or acquisition. These 
companies aim to develop a full range 
of digitalized and intelligent production 
management software products.

For example, Siemens is the standard-
bearer of Germany's Industry 4.0 strategy, 
and proposed digital factory solutions early 
on. MindSphere is Siemens's cloud-based 
IoT operating system. It helps enterprises 
establish connections between machines, 
systems, factories, and products, and offers 

intelligent decision-making through cloud-
based big data analytics. The system also 
supports PaaS, providing cloud-based 
development capabilities.

Traditional software R&D 
companies and software R&D 
management companies

Companies such as Dassault, SAP, Oracle, 
and QAD have technological advantages 
in software R&D. With long-term expertise 
in their relative businesses, they’re familiar 
with what enterprise customers need, and 
can fully address those needs.

These companies have been involved in cloud 
services for a long time. For example, SAP 
launched the SAP HANA Cloud platform in 
2013 to enter the PaaS market. The IT giant 
later added other features, such as IoT, to the 
platform, transforming it into the SAP Industry 
Cloud, which allowed it to start serving vertical 
industries. SAP Industry Cloud is a powerful 
system that can be installed and deployed on 
SAP's data centers, and also on multiple other 
clouds, including Google Cloud, Microsoft 
Azure, and Amazon Web Services.

Traditional automation solution 
providers

Aspen, MPDV, and Apriso are key examples 
of such companies, each with rich on-site 
construction experience and boasting deep 
insight into the integration of PT, ET, AT, OT, 
and IT technologies. For example, Aspen's 
AIoT Hub solution integrates numerous 
applications such as data management, 
industrial AI, intelligent edge, and a cloud 
data platform. 

These companies have a large customer 

As the industrial 
sector becomes 
increasingly 
cloud-based, 
companies in 
the industrial 
software industry 
are fiercely 
competing 
over ICT-OT 
convergence, 
cloud 
infrastructure 
construction, and 
cloud platform 
ecosystem 
construction. 
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bases from long-term operations. They 
can integrate various solutions and provide 
services to address the emerging digital 
transformation market, and thus become 
competitive players.

With the new trend of converging ICT 
and OT technologies, ICT companies and 
consumer-oriented companies are also 
competing in industrial software.

ICT companies

The rapid development of next-generation 
ICT has stimulated traditional industries and 
driven change among traditional industrial 
software companies. ICT companies, like 
Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Huawei, 
Alibaba, and Tencent, have a first-mover 
advantage in terms of technology.

They have a long-term focus on next-
generation ICT like 5G, cloud computing, 
big data, and AI. They have actively 
built software application platforms for 
the industrial Internet and constantly 
increased efforts to develop networks, cloud 
infrastructure, AI algorithms, software, 
and application ecosystems to realize the 
maturity of various enablement tools.

Consumer-oriented companies

Thanks to the cloud-based industrial 
Internet, the PaaS provided through cloud 
platforms is facilitating a more convenient 
software development ecosystem. Today, 
industrial AI development, which has great 
prospects for application in industries, 
tends to be simplified and modularized. 
Therefore, in the future, industrial 
companies will become major players 
competing in new industrial software as 

third-party developers.

Homegrown industrial 
software has a promising 
future

Data from the Ministry of Industry and 
Information Technology (MIIT) shows that 
from January to July of 2021, the software 
service revenue of China's software industry 
was 5.14 trillion yuan (US$804 billion). 
Revenue from industrial software products 
has seen a 17.0% year-on-year increase, 
accounting for 9.5% of total software product 
revenue. This indicates that China's industrial 
software industry is starting to boom.

Driven by favorable national policies in 
smart manufacturing and the industrial 
Internet, China's industrial software industry 
is now integrating with ICT, and China's 
homegrown software has entered a crucial 
phase of development.

Currently, SUPCON and HollySys are two 
Chinese companies with considerable 
market share in the distributed control 
system (DCS) industry, reaching 27% and 
16% respectively. In China's domestic 
market, 60% of supervisory control and data 
acquisition (SCADA) software is already 
homegrown. Companies like Yonyou and 
Kingdee are seeing robust growth in the 
business software market.

With more chips, operating systems, and 
smart devices in China being made with 
domestic technologies, a larger proportion 
of industrial software will also become 
homegrown, taking the development of the 
industrial Internet industry to a new level. 

With the 
new trend of 
converging 
ICT and OT 
technologies, 
ICT companies 
and consumer-
oriented 
companies are 
also competing 
in industrial 
software.
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